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take place in St. Andrew's,
Sept. 12 to 15.
The lawn party in aid of St.
Gregory's church, Milton, of
which the Rev. William H. Fitzpatrick is pastor, takes place
to-day, August 12. The various
committees in charge of this
party are working most energetically and there is every indication that it will be a grand success.
The corner-stone of the new
St. Joseph's Church, Salem,
Mass., was laid last Sunday by
Bishop dc Silva, auxiliary Bishop
St. Joseph's conof Lisbon.
gregation is French-Canadian;
and preceding the ceremony, all
of the French organizations in
Salem took part in a parade.
Miss Susan P. White, sister
of Chief Justice E. D. White, of
the Federal Supreme Court, died
last week at her summer home
at Port Hope, Ont. She was a
daughter of former Governor
White of Louisiana. She was
noted for her charities. Most of
her life was spent in New

Orleans.
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ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
The St. Louis Federation has
forwarded 200 copies of the

"Imitation of Christ" to the
Catholic prisoners of the Missouri Penitentiary.
Mother
Alexia Kerst,
0. S. 8., a sister of the late
Mother Sancta Scholastica,
0. S. 8., has been chosen head
of the Duluth diocese of the
Benedictine Sisters.
Brother John Chrysostom,
a graduate of the University of
London, was re-elected superiorgeneral of the Xaverian Brothers at the sexennial council of
the Order held in Bruges,
Belgium, last week.
The Holy Father has appointed the Right Rev. Monsignor Fraser, Rector of the
Scotch College, Rome, to be his
representative at the celebration
in honor of the 500th Anniversary of the founding of St. Andrew's University which will

made their philosophical and
theological studies in European
Their training
seminaries.
abroad in European ways and
languages will help them to

minister to the many Catholics
from foreign countries now in
the Hartford diocese.
A movement has been set on
foot for the formation of a
World's Federation of Catholic
Societies along the lines of the
American Federation. A formal
proposition has been made by
Catholic societies of America
to the Westminster Federation
Council of London which has
acted favorably on the proposal
and has asked Archbishop
Bourne of Westminster for his
approval of the project.
James A. Flaherty of Philadelphia was re-elected Supreme
Knight of the Knights of Columbus at the K. of C. national
convention in Detroit last week.
Martin Carmody of Grand
Rapids was re-elected Deputy
Supreme Knight; Walter J.
McGinley of New Haven, Conn.,
National Secretary; D. J. Callahan of Washington, D. C, National Treasurer, and Joseph C.

Pelletier of
Advocate.
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The Rev. Thomas M. Hanselman, pastor of the Church

An onward step was taken in of the Presentation,

the future growth and prosperity
of the South, especially of Louisiana, when the Louisiana Colonization Bureau was organized recently underthe auspices of Archbishop Blenk. The organization
is the outgrowth of the Catholic
Colonization Congress which was
held in St. Louis last May, during which the Catholic Colonization Society of the United States
was formed.
In the chapel of the Visitation
Convent, Elfindale, Springfield,
Mo., Mrs. Sarah Scott, a widow
and the mother of ten children,
recently received the habit and
white veil of the order. Of her
children five are living, and all in
religion. Three sons are members of the Jesuit order, and the
fourth aspires to follow in their
lead, while her daughter is a
Sister of St. Joseph. Having
thus given her all to God, Mrs.
Scott hopes to spend her declining years in the Visitation order. She received the name of
Sister Mary Ignatia.

at Jamaica, Long Island, died in
St. Mary's Hospital, that place,
on July 21 of injuries he received
when he was run down by an
automobile on July 19. He received a fracture of the skull,
other broken bones and severe
internal injuries. Before being
removed to the hospital, Father
Hanselman said that the driver
of the car which struck him was
not to blame.

The Rev. Fabian Ruano, who
was recently ordained in Madrid,
is sixty-four years of age. After
a professorship of many years in
the Institute of Salamanca, he
became a widower, and' then determined to enter the sacred ministry. His first Mass was celebrated at the convent of the
bare-footed Franciscan nuns in
the Spanish capital, where he has
a daughter a religious. One of
his sons, the Rev. Juan Ruano y
Corbo, S. J., assisted him at
his first Mass, and a little granddaughter received her First
Communion on the occasion
Among those whose names are from his hands.
printed in the one hundred and
An interesting story of King
third catalogue of Mt. St. Mary's
Alfonso comes from the village
College, Emmitsburg, Md., as
of Aravaca, near which the
having made gifts to the college
King's automobile recently met
during the year are Patrick F.
with a slight accident.
The
Burke of Boston who gave the
King got out while the chauffeur
Blessed Virgin's altar in memory
was making the repairs. Standof his wife Mary Burke; Mrs.
ing close by the royal party was
Catherine Murnane also of this a poorly dressed woman who
city who gave a statue of the Sawas nevertheless of distincred Heart; and the Right Rev. guished appearance, and with
William Byrne, D. D., Prothono- her
were two small children.
tary Apostolic, who gave a
The King, being anxious to
stained glass window.
maintain his incognito, began
sought
talking with the little group,
corner-stone
long
The
of the second mission church of saying that he thought he had
Santa Clara, California, laid by met the woman before. '' CerFather Junipero Serra himself tainly, Sire," she answered.
in 1781, was discovered by acci- "Your Majesty knew me when
dent by a laborer who, in exca- as a child you came here with
vating for the municipal gas your august mother." Pointing
works, found his
progress to a fine house in the neighborblocked by a wall of cobble- hood, the woman said that at the
stones. Following it to the end time to which she referred, it
he came upon a large block of was her property, but since then
sandstone. He lifted it and in a ill-fortune had overtaken her
hole hewn in the stone beneath and the family was ruined. She
he saw a silken purse and with was now gaining a livelihood by
it gold and silver coins and a mending linen, which her little
daughter carried to and from the
silver cross.
capital every day. She concluded
The Rev. Pasquale dc Nisco, by declaring: "My greatest
sorrector of the church of Our Lady row is as to the education of my
of Mt. Carmel at Roseto, Pa., son." The King was apparently
who recently died at the age of touched by her story, for at this
fifty-four years, had had a most
point he hastily said: " Never
successful pastorate. He took mind; from to-day I will take
charge of the church in Roseto
care of your son's education."
in 1897. No man ever had a Then he drove rapidly away.
greater influence with the Italians of Eastern Pennsylvania
At St. Mary's Academy and
than he. At all times he was College, Portland, Ore., Sister
their leader in things material Francis Xavier died, July 23, in
as well as spiritual.
It was the eighty-first year of her age
mainly due to his efforts that and the sixty-first of her religious profession. She was one
the town of Roseto, now having of Portland's pioneer nuns, go2,000 people, was developed, and ing thither in 1859, and one of
stands to-day unique among the the founders of St. Mary's Academy.
small towns of this country.
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THE POPE AND DEMOCRACY.
BY WILLIAM CANON BARRY

in the

Atlantic Monthly.
?

From among the shadows that come and
go upon the stage of royalty, there stands
out in our time a most pathetic and arresting figure, Pius the Tenth, Pope of Rome.
He, the Supreme Pontiff, combines in his
own person claims which might appear at
first view in deadly opposition: for his dignity comes by election and betokens a democratic triumph, while his powers are held to
be supernatural, and not of this world. He
is a king of men, yet by birth a peasant.
Not born in the purple, he takes rank before Imperial Cassar. Armed with unquestioned authority over tens of millions, he
governs by divine right; yet whoso will may
join or may quit the Catholic Church, since
it is founded on the free choice and deliberate
faith of its members. The American Republic itself is not more of a voluntary and
sovereign society than is the Roman Communion. And the Pontiff on the Vatican
Hill, like the President in the White House,
rules by the people's selection of him for a
trust that is more sacred than the interests
of any passing generation,? liberty at
Washington, religion at Rome. These are
the highest services that can be rendered to
mankind, Catholicism and Democracy are
two Greek words, signifying the same
thing; for it has been said 'The truth shall
make you free'; Veritas liberabit vos.
How great these subjects are may be
shown by their aptitude for rhetorical
handling. They lend themselves to poetry
as they demand enthusiasm, that is to say,
the passionate vision of ideals, if we may
aim at measuring their significance. The
proof is that men and women have always
been ready to die on behalf of the Republic
and the Church. I should feel ashamed,
however, to use rhetoric in speaking of Pius
X, did it imply undue heightening of such
facts as, related in cool prose, bear out my
argument and prove him to be a most palpable instance of the likeness, the affinity,
between Catholic and democratic principles.
The Pope Belongs to the Future.
It will not be charged upon me, I hope,
that I am looking rather to forms than to
realitiea, or declaring monarchy unchristian.
But long before the American Constitution
was dreamed of, and nearly two hundred
years previous to the States-General of 1789,
our leading theologians, Jesuits in the front,
had affirmed that power comes to the ruler
through the people, who are its immediate
depositary. In resisting that superstition
which makes kings irresponsible, these eminent teachers were following St. Thomas
Aquinas; they did but repeat the lessons inflicted on European tyrants by the Papacy
during its glorious Middle Age. To bring
out the whole of the story by citation from
documents is not now my design. Scholars
know it well. Pope Leo XIII has thrown
into lucid Latin the idea itself in his beautiful style; and the eloquent state paper
which begins 'Immortale Dei,'or that other
entitled 'Libertas,' will furnish me with
warrant enough for the parallel on which I
am insisting.
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The sum of these things is that as regards phemy, the champion of religious freedom.
the persons who shall govern, the Catholic There is tragedy in the picture of a Vatican
Church is a free elective system; that Cath- so beleaguered: but there is a pathos, too;
olics are as much members of a voluntary for these new Liberals?who are glorifying
association as are the citizens of every true the Slave State, with its compulsory secular
Republic ; that the Pope himself is, accord- education, its collective despotism, its seizing to the sublime ascription, 'Servant of ure of public and private resources?have althe servants of God'; and that consequently most persuaded their victims that the Pope
he is at home in a democratic age, as he never is the people's enemy. Such is the amazing
could be under the yoke of the old absolute condition of the French and Latin world. If
monarchies. Therefore he belongs to the the Vatican were taken, absolute secular
governments would control and exploit it
future, not to the ancient regime.
The Holy See's Demand for Freedom.
He Holds the Secret of Democracy.
I am quite unable to see how these posiA prisoner in his own palace, undoubttions can be denied by historians or overthrown by political philosophers. If any edly, hard bestead by Apollyon's confederfact is clear in past centuries it is that the ated hosts, Pius X might be compelled to
Papacy brought in, and has ever upheld, the come to terms with ' modern civilization'
distinction between Church and State, but for one thing.. He holds the secret of
whereby absolute power finds a check to its democracy. What is it? you will ask. I
exorbitance. The world-famous quarrels, answer, it is that which lay hidden or imlasting all through feudal times, renewed plicit in the Catholic Church from the beunder Napoleon, and raging at this present ginning,-you may find it in the most astonhour, have always turned on the claim of ishing sentences of St. Paul's Epistles, ?but
the Holy See to independence. The Pope which was partly revealed by the printingwill never consent to be a State official like press, yet more by scientific method, by
the Archbishop of Canterbury or the Metro- Galileo, Descartes, Newton, and at last by
politan of Moscow. He will die rather than the revolutions that swept into limbo eighLet me call it the
submit to an earthly government. He teenth-century Europe.
glories in the record of such past martyr- universality of man. Wherever man is, in
doms. And by independence he means the spite of race, color, custom, tradition, there
If you will
freedom which Catholics are everywhere to is Humanity whole and entire.
enjoy as regards their dogmas, their wor- throw yourself upon some instinct or power
ship, their discipline, united to the head of common to all, no space can imprison you.
Neither Jew nor Greek nor Scythian, but
their Church on earth.
If this be termed an imperium in imperio, human, as right, duty, science, religion
He can not those laws and discoveries of man thinking
then the Pope lays claim to it.
give it up. Whether in Seville or Smyrna, universally?are human, ?in this lies the
in London or San Francisco, his spiritual secret.
Now what, by definition and purpose, as
jurisdiction is the same; but, evidently, it
makes for freedom, supposes the willing as- well as by strenuous endeavor from the first;
sent of believers, and appeals to each as if does the Catholic Church declare itself to be ?
alone; in other words, it implies democracy. ' Universal' is the very style and title
For if I do not vote to be a Catholic there is which it assumes. The Pope is interan end of the matter. Faith is in a very national, übiquitous, pervading the whole
definite fashion my free thought. And organism by a constant action to which
part and element makes reply. He is
what the Pope demands for himself he de- every
the visible embodiment of a universal
mands for all who are on his side.
power, just as science is, or printing, or true
makes
the
pathos
the
and
This it is which
He philosophy; and he simply can not become a
tragedy of a character such as Pius X.
local name. The Vatican does not hold
can not rely upon the forces of the world ; mere
in;
the Papacy is as wide as the world.
they have turned against him. To the him
is
an
He
bent
incarnate idea, appealing to manare
on
destroying
enemies who
Cathoat large. But this, and nothing else,
kind
appear
well
may
licism it
that never before
what we understand by Democracy, the
could they reckon so many chances in their is
inheritance
common to all. You remember
favor. Liberals, Freemasons, Positivists,
Socialists, Modernists,? a motley but united Napoleon's account of it, which Carlyle
array; these gathering hosts are encamped thought so admirable: 'A career open to
The talent of talents is religion,
over against St. Peter's shrine, in the Holy talent.'
Catholicism
knows the way to its use.
keeping
holiday to celebrate and
City, this year
If
the
City
of
Man does not suffer a miracutheir victorious advance. The Pope is bechange
lous
into
the City of God,?if the
leaguered in the Vatican. A great painter,
New
dip
Jerusalem
foretold by prophets,* behis pencil ' in the gloom
who could indeed
in
held
visions
of
the night by saints, is a
eclipse,'
might show us that
of thunder and
myth
and
a
?what profit in our
delusion,
solitary, saint-like apparition, clad in white
Republic,
though
never
so free? We must
liftingpure
raiment,
hands and beseeching
conquer
be
free
to
possess
and
divine things.
prayer
beneath a stormy sky, not
eyes in
Pope's
The
Unique Situation.
daunted by the tumult and the shouting,
Hence, the Pope's unique situation comes
saddened yet steadfast in the presence of
anarchy, which boasts of itself under dis- out more vividly on our modern background
cordant names and flags of rebellion as every year, in the decay of churches once
pledged to the liberty it will not share with upon a time dogmatic as Rome itself, and as
Catholics, to the progress it is making in the newer sects multiply. For he abides, the
civilization falsely so-called.
keeper of divine knowledge, or as we say, of
Pius X prays and does not surrender. He Revelation, maintaining its literal truth, its
remains, in this day of rebuke and bias- place in history, against dissolving critics, on
?
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It has discovered, and afterwards
democratized, the method of Religion.
Taking to itself the most ancient symbols,
building its Holy Place in Rome between
East and West, it holds out Revelation to all
civilization the religious treasures of the tribes and tongues, as from a central shrine.
past, if Rome has not? With equal point we
The Place of Christian Rome.
may affirm that Pius X is heir by remainder
Rome is the Christian Delphi. The Vatiof Christianity, which in the strongest
is still the oracular Mount of Vision.
can
among non-Catholic bodies would seem
Whatever
else it was, or may be, forms but
stricken unto death by those portents termed
episode
in the supernatural history which
an
Monism and Modernism. I state facts; the
it
carries
onward.
The Roman Empire was
evidence is at hand; too abundant, alas, and
preparation;
Kingdom of Italy is a
its
the
growing night and day. Revelation is in
Courts, and may
Papal
in
one
of
the
guest
charge of St. Peter's successor. He is the
Papal Rome can not
with
pass
to-morrow.
prophet
whom the world
king, priest, and
pass. It is the organized and concrete shape
must see and hear, whether it will or no. In
the language affected by Kantians, he holds of that Bible religion which has called out
of the transcendental. Faith tells us that of chaos Europe and America, subduing
law, Greek philoshe has the keys of eternity. The thousand their peoples to Roman
God
of Israel. It is antiquity
churches of unbelief admit or insist that no ophy, and the
moving
in the world of to-day.
one else puts forward this bold pretension, living and
not
living,
a dead antiquity, that is my
A
or would deserve a moment's credit in comcontention;
and the seeming paradox will
parison with him. If Pius X is not the
weight of argument. Scholars
great
greatest of impostors, he is what he calls bear a
delight in the wonderful changes which were
himself, the Vicar of Christ.
Renaissance,?changes

behalf of the multitude who can not live by
criticism. Cardinal Newman was speaking
with scientific precision when he described the
Pope as ' heir by default of antiquity.' Who,
he suggested, has brought down to Western

The Undying Power of Catholic Dogma.
I grant, and all Catholics with me, that if
Christ be dead once for all, never having
risen and never to come again, the Pope
will die too. But mark how we stand
toward the movements of this time. At
heart neither Monist nor Modernist?to say
nothing of the vulgar Socialist?believes in
anything real except his own mind. He
can not get away from himself. All that
he magnifies under the name of humanity?
whatever he would fain take to be Christ or
God?is the Brocken-shadow projected by
his dreams on the void beyond him. To that
complexion he has already come, or must
come; for by the philosophy of modern
skepticism, current among all these reformers, man is imprisoned in his own Ego. He
has created God and Christ, and now is uncreating the work of his hands. This will
leave him with his world of the five senses,
and physical science as their instrument. Do we seek illustrations ? Let
us reid the journals of life in New

York, Paris, Berlin. Outside Catholic influence and that which the separated churches
have not yet lost of it, what do men and
women live by ? Not by ideals, nor with a
view to establishing ideals. The springs of
conduct are interests and passions; Utopia
when it arrives is to make a life beyond the

grave superfluous and incredible. The dispute between rich and poor, as carried on by
Social Democrats, is not for righteousness'
sake, but for possession.
Yet man has that within which transcends the shows of time; he is and will be
religious, that is to say, a lover of eternal
things; and prophets he must have, true or
false, who will bring him a message
from the unseen. To tell him that his
dreaming fancy has created God and Christ
is to drive him upon moral suicide. Since
the Eternal exists, there shall be some way
of grasping it; on that he is determined.
The history of Religion, with its splendors
and its sorrows, is man's answer to
theories of the Unknowable. His heart
leaps up at the saying in Pascal, 'Thou
hadst never sought Me, hadst thou not
known Me.' And 10, the undying power of
Catholic dogma, which, in affirming Bible,
Creed, Sacraments, Papacy, has done for an
experimental and sure acquaintance with
religious realities the same service that
modern science has rendered to physics and

biology.

transfigdue to the
uring art and literature. But of the Catholic Church we may say that it is a perpetual
Renaissance, without which the younger
peoples would be utterly divided from the
past. And how grotesque, how uncultivated, is a present so shut in upon itself!
Among the English-speaking races, when
attempts are made to found a new religion,
what monstrous births affront the light:
Mormonism and Eddyism, most unbeautiful
to behold ! Culture is the safeguard of
genius in religion as elsewhere; the saint
should edify, not lay waste, the sanctuary.
At all events, Catholic, usage binds and
builds up; it is original even when observant of tradition; and Rome is the Mother
of Saints.
Heroism the Catholic Standard.
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or armies, somehow spell-binding large
populations, marring the symmetry of the
State, vexatious and unmanageable?in
short, Cassar's ghost wandering at large.
But neither Cassar nor ceremonies will exhaust the mystery of that disturbing force.
There is in it something beyond nature,
hence it appears almost spectral in common
daylight. Thanks to its supreme impulse,
into every form of art and energy it can
pour its inspiration, from Palestrina's music
to the lowliest offices in prison, hospital,

almshouse.

The Moulding Power of the Church.
But its miracle, every day repeated, is the
new-creation of men. Catholicism, taking
hold of its subject under any condition
offered, begins at the heart, moulds the
will, subdues the intellect, and sends out of
ts spiritual retreat to fight, if necessary to
die, the creature it found a slave and has
made, by obedience, free. This wonder it
can do for any race, however low down in
the scale?for Australians, Chinese, Central
Africans, Malays, taming and lifting them,
as it tamed and lifted our wild forefathers
of the forest and the ocean. It makes
Christians by making men. Is not that the
true Democracy ?
Consider, if it be so, what follows. A
genuine Catholic, man or woman, is inured
to self-control and ready for self-sacrifice.
With transcendent calm the Church requires
of her clergy and religious orders that they
shall renounce home, forsake their kindred,
labor without reward, and die without
notice. She recruits them from all ranks,
by the ten thousand ; and they succeed so
brilliantly that, after the persecutions and
spoilings on every side, they stand in the
twentieth century embattled, the mightiest
army of conservative forces on earth. Their
identity of principles sustains a discipline
by which all move on, Pius X leading, but
no more a master than the babe christened
yesterday. He did not make the Church;
the Church made him. What he says and
does, any priest would do and say who was
throned in St. Peter's Chair. Yet not by
mere policy, not as kings read speeches that
ministers have composed for them, but
from heartfelt conviction, as one, and as
affirming that which all believe. If M.
Loisy or another dissent, he falls out, as it
were in obedience to a law of gravity; the
faithful drop away from him, and he becomes, ever since Lamennais, a lonely
heresiarch without a following.
The Two Perils of To-day.

We need only glance at Pius X to learn
how magnificent and stubborn a character
may be developed on purely orthodox lines,
by a training into which not one single principle has been admitted from outside.
Your common schools in America, we are
told by observers, do not create strong men.
But the Catholic seminary does; the master
of novices in a religious order knows how it
may be achieved. Heroic resistance to evil
seems in the eyes of Pius X as plain and
clear a duty as attending on lepers in
Molokai seemed to Father Damien. Our
annals of the latest canonized men and
women are crowded with figures like these.
the ReThe Catholic standard is always heroism; All the signs tell us that while
the
formed
Church
of
disintegrate,
good
bodies
priest or nun expects to be
and every
by
rapidly
that
concentrates;
Rome
and
a
by
suffound in some minority which wins
growing instinct, or by the sense of danger,
fering.
as
if a world-crisis were at hand, we may
position
I
am
strange
brought
Thus
to the
picture
what is happening in two strokes:
Papacy,
latter-day
the
Catholicism and of
of
persecution
without, Modernism within.
can
statesmen,
journalists,
or even
which
These
perils of the last times. How
the
satisfactory
to
are
any
reduce
to
not
formula,
they
shall
look
in
be
met?
reporters
Sharp-eyed
themselves.
By persecution I understand the effort to
at our churches, sketch in glowing colors
put
down real Christianity, to secularize
the scenes they present, and go away profoundly ignorant of the spirit therein. To education, and to destroy family life. In
newspapers, taking and making impressions all countries, by no means excepting the
of this kind only, the Catholic Church is all United States, this Antichrist wields great
parade, panorama, and at best a Passion- power; but his headquarters are, as we
play. No view could be more misleading. should expect, at Paris. From the City of
These journalist-eyes are traitors to the Light he rays out darkness. In the name
vital fact. Politicians, again, feel toward of a free people, he stamps his image and
the Pope much as that English philosopher prints the mark of the beast on millions of
did who defined him as the ghost of Caesar, children forced into his training-schools.
sitting crowned on his tomb. The Holy See He confiscates the property of religious orHe
is a Great Power, yet unsupported by fleets I ders, and flings them out of France.
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professes to be an atheist, and will not
suffer God to be mentioned in books of history. It is the head and front of his design to make it impossible' that a priest
should teach, or so much as breathe, in the
liberal air of enlightenment. To the supernatural Church he opposes the all-too-natural school, where young children are
taught freedom from every law except
State law. Moral anarchy, protected by an
absolute government, is the goal to which
democracy of the French type rushes onward at accelerated speed. Moral anarchy
judging by symptoms and statistics, will
The
yet claim a footing in free America.
average citizen, brought up in a school
without God, feels bewildered for want of
guidance, and drifts whither impulse takes
him. His mind is a chaos; he has never
been taught to obey others, or to control
himself. He is not the mighty atom, but
thefeeble unit. And so he drifts, and democracy in his wake, toward Niagara.
He drifts, I say,?hopelessly.
All his
works prove it.
The organized powers,
which have robbed him of his public resources, exploit him and them. He has no
resisting force, simply because he never
knew what it was to rely on the divine arm;
and he is weak because he is undisciplined,
selfish, and separated from the brethren.
This peculiarly modern man is the exact
opposite of the Catholic. But he forms the
majority: a disorganized, anarchic majority,
taught what it shall do by newspapers, and
those not its own. An unstable majority,
lost in eager money-making, and trivial or
obscene amusements. An untrained majority, which can not fight the lordly syndicate it abhors; and what would it do if an
army of resolute aliens, broken to the laws
of war, came against it? Perhaps it would
learn then, by anguish and defeat, that the
condition of victory is obedience.
That is an old principle in the Catholic
system. We are in a minority; be it so.
But our regiments know how to march, and
how to fight. In a few years, if the French
persecution goes on, and the other Latin
States follow its example, such an awakening may be looked for as will surprise the
world. These fiery trials have their purpose. They burn up the chaff; they clear
the ground; we know what has been their
effect in Ireland, in Poland, in Catholic
Germany, in Belgium. Moreover, we are
laying the foundations of a new Christendom. The old was established by law and
privilege; deservedly so, for the Popes had
rescued Europe from barbarism. But this
which I contemplate as the grand event,
the golden age, in a world regenerate, will
found itself on free human choice, on the
gradual drawing together of Christian elements, wherever existing, into a society
ruled by the mind of the Master. It will
be a visible kingdom, yet no force save that
of opinion will hold its parts in their due
place and rank. It will deserve to be called
an International, but not an Empire. Language, race, boundaries, flags, will put no
limits to its influence. The world is moving
on all paths toward this confederation, not
military, nor political, but of the higher
type cherished by Catholicism from the day
of Pentecost. In Virgilian words, prophetic
when first uttered, Magnus ab integro smculorum nascitur ordo.
The people reign;
they must have religion; there is none that
can meet the demands of civilized order save
the Christian; and historical Christianity is
centered in Rome.

THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.
The Church not Afraid of the People.
Such, in substance and principle, would
be the Catholic answer to prophets of evil
who imagine that where democracy flourishes the Church can not live. These men
do not perceive that modern anti-clerical
governments, French or Italian, are nothing
else than forms of the Servile State, and
that ' Secularism ' is merely a false religion.
But Rome has long known these truths.
Rome has a clear policy of resistance, and
appeals from Cassar, republican or monarchical, to conscience, to freedom, and to
the people. We have seen that strong attitude maintained from the dawn of the
French Revolution until now,?a period of
one hundred and twenty years. On the
other hand, Catholicism makes way at a
growing rate in the United States and the
British Empire. And why? Because in such
countries government lets it alone. There
the enthusiasm which works miracles finds
free scope. Hence, although unwilling to
yield up her chartered rights at the bidding of her enemies, Rome has never been
afraid of dealing directly and democratically
with the millions. She welcomes the hour
when her teachers can address them face to
face.
The Pope himself is as accessible in the
Vatican to pilgrims of every clime and every
color as a father to his children; and they
come to him more and more. He is not a
recluse, not a veiled prophet, not simply a
name, but familiar as no other living ruler
to all his faithful. This, too. is exceedingly
modern. The great era of public audiences
and world-celebrations dates from Pius IX;
it covers a range of sixty years. Thanks in
large measure to the facilities granted by
science, the Pope now governs by personal
action as he has never done at any previous
epoch. Moreover, three Pontiffs have
reigned, in all, nearly seventy years. Their
policy, amid complications never before experienced, has been consistent from the religious point of view, and so far a success
that no hostile power has been able to score
a victory over it except by brute force. Germany, in the person of Prince Bismarck,
went to Canossa; Piedmont is merely entrenched in Rome; France discovers that
even M. Briand was giving way before the
Catholic conscience. In seventy years no
surrender has been registered. But there
are more Catholics, and better Catholics,
too, in the civilized world than ever.
The Pope and the Catholic System.
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tics opposed in this manner? Surely that
the Catholic spirit is one, persisting under
every reign, be it long or short; that individual genius will always find itself mastered
by the tradition of which it is the keeper; in
American language, that the president
passes, but the Constitution is immortal.
We may use up our popes as the French use
up their ministers; how can that signify
when the Church's mind is the same?
Changes, I repeat, are to be expected in a
changing world.
They move toward democracy; they will bring about a common
sharing in all that is best, in the treasures
of religion, culture, art, science, human fellowship. It is impossible that the future
should not inherit the past. Now, the past
is gathered up in Christian Rome. And
Rome without the Pope would be a desolation as Virgil's hero beheld it,
?

'

passimque armenta videbant
Romanoque foro, et lautis mugire Carinis.'

Revelation the Safeguard of Freedom.
Our problem is formidable, as never perhaps in any previous era, but it is simple.
Regarded in the light of a method to direct
life, science has been declared bankrupt. It
can not define what we should live by; that
purpose, that final cause, we learn from
a teacher the latchet of whose shoe science,
physical or biological, is unworthy to loose.
Again, the large plausible schemes of Humanitarians come to nothing, for they despise, if they do not deny, man's immortal
yearnings; and where is their obligation?
how shall they persuade any man picked out
of the crowd to sacrifice for a posterity unknown his present pleasure?
Socialism
makes an end of freedom, and man would
be free. The Catholic Church, while enhancing his freedom, holds up for imitation
a perfect human life, supplies abundance of
motives to minds and tempers the most varied, teaches with authority, and proves her
teaching by experience. The Communion
of Saints has been a thousand-fold kinder to
man and his works than the best-meant
Communion of goods among non-Christians
ever could be; and we know how these attempts have ended. I do not hesitate to
say that democracy without religion is slavery, more or less disguised.
No force on
earth can balance it except a power that derives its origin from heaven. The safeguard of liberty for the people and, when
need shall be, against them, is Revelation.
Modernism and its Answer.
At such time of intellectual confusion the
challenge
of Modernism rang out, asking
are
changes
hanging
DeGreat
over us.
dogma
to disarm before the enemy.
mands of intellect and energy unprece- Catholic
There
was
to
will
be
no Revelation, but only
in
extent
be
dented
made on the Supreme Pontiff, as on every man who holds men's accumulated fancies, which converted
But some Oriental documents into the written
in his hands immense public charges.
so
much
not
an
Pope
is
the
individual as the word of God, and magnified a mere Hebrew
embodiment of a system, and that system at peasant as His Son. If the Church would
once rigid in principles and astonishingly bow to this philosophy of unbelief and makeflexible in matters of detail so long as the believe, she might find indulgence at the
It treats the world,' says bar of science and history; otherwise, her
faith is secure.
his
biting way, ' alternately doom was sealed. By the most daring of
J. A. Froude, in
as an enemy to be encountered, or as an in- pious frauds she had won her great dominstrument to be bent to its own designs, and ion; by confessing it she would win a greater
caring nothing for any institution but itself; still. With infinite delicacy, with unction
free from all prejudices in favor of any na- almost apostolic in its fervor, and with a
tion or any political form of government, it pleading earnestness, the new Concordat
allies itself with all the principles which was urged upon Rome. Other churches, or
sway successively in the various organiza- at least many of their representative clergy,
tions of society. Monarchies, aristocracies, were hastening to sacrifice the truth of the
democracies, it accepts them all.' Never- letter that they might save the spirit of a
theless, Froude, on the same page, declares hardly-pressed Christianity; why should the
that ' the Holy See remains unchanged, and Vatican hold out? It was not a question of
one doctrine, but of all; yet how easy to
incapable of change.'
meaning
What can be the
of characteris- mutter the word ' Pragmatism,' and reduce

'
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eternal truths to the opinions of a TimeSpirit, who had spoken Hebrew before learning Greek, and had discarded Latin for German as he traveled down the centuries !
The'mind of Christ, after all, was but a name
for the views of theologians, beginning with
St. Paul, about Him. He was a creation of
religious genius.
And the answer came, without delay,
from a peasant, exalted because of his simple Christian faith and saintly life to the infallible Chair. It was gi/en him, at an unexampled moment, to save the creed.
I
compare him, in that hour of distress, to
Lincoln; and, in doing so, I would honor the
American patriot, the Roman Pontiff. These
otherwise very unlike men had one thing in
common : each knew what was at stake.
Their clear vision was owing to their grand,
their heroic simplicity. Lincoln saw that
the Union must be preserved at whatever
co3t, if democracy were not to perish from
off the face of the earth. He has said it in
words that will endure with those of the
Athenian Pericles, consecrating freedom in
its springtide on the shores of Hellas. And
Pius X is our Lincoln, who saw that if Revelation is not a dream and the Gospel a lie,
the Church must maintain her dogma,?
though it should drive thousands into revolt.
But the Union was brought out safe, doubtless that popular rights and elected governments might have their day. The Church,
in like manner, stands foursquare to all the
When Pius quits the
winds that blow.
me,
sz
Peter will not die. What signify the
political vicissitudes of Italy in comparison
with a new Christendom, planted securely
on the faith once delivered to the Saints?
That is a power to move the world, when
our little jarring sects of Liberals and Freethinkers shall have sunk into the deeps out
of which they arose.

CHURCH GROWTH IN AUSTRALASIA.
The growth of the Catholic Church in
Australasia is one of the most encouraging
phases of Church history in the past century. In Victoria, a British colony forming
one of the most important States of the
Australian Commonwealth, the Catholic
Church is only seventy-two years old. On
the feast of Pentecost the Catholics of the
diocese of Melbourne, Victoria, celebrated
the seventy-second anniversary of the celebration of the first Mass in an unroofed
shed in what was then the Port Philip settlement. The celebrant of this first Mass was
the Rev. Patrick Bonaventure Geoghegan,
an Irish Franciscan, the first priest appointed to watch over the Catholics of the
infant colony of Victoria. He was in many
ways a remarkable man, and it was his
privilege to see the Church in Melbourne,
which he tended in its cradle, grow with
giant strength, till the few scattered Catholic families, to whom he at first ministered
developed into a flourishing diocese.
When Father Geoghegan first arrived in
Melbourne he had no house of his own, but
slept in the bar of a public-house adjoining
the rudely-constructed wooden hut in which
Mass was celebrated. A pallet was prepared for him nightly by the hands of the
good-hearted landlady on a few planks
placed across some beer barrels. In after
years Father Geoghegan was elevated to the
episcopate, being consecrated second Bishop
of Adelaide in 1859. He died five years
later.
In 1841 there were only a few scattered
Catholic families in Victoria, but, according

to the official census taken in March, 1851,
before the gold mania had led countless
thousands to the colony from all over Australia, the total Catholic population was
given as 18,014, of whom 5,631 were resident
in Melbourne. To-day there are 265,000
Catholics in the State, divided thus: Archdiocese of Melbourne, 145,333; diocese of
Ballarat, 59,488; diocese of Sale, 14,000;
diocese of Sandhurst, 45,368. In Catholic
schools 38,000 children are being educated;
there are 230 secular and 51 regular priests;
and nearly 1,400 nuns.
In Belfast, the stronghold of the Orange
type of militant Protestantism, Catholic
shopkeepers in Protestant districts are sure
to have their premises attacked and wrecked
when feeling runs high on the recurring
festival of the Battle of the Boyne. It is a
remarkable fact which has never been disputed that Protestant shopkeepers in Catholic districts have never been molested in all
the years of religious strife.

Correspondence.
Canadian Reminiscences.
Dorchester, July 26, 1911.
Editor Review:
?

The interesting articles on church-going in

Canada, written by Beatrice Lyons in your
columns, have called forth reminiscences
from another Irish-Canadian family now
living in New England. It has given me
pleasure to write down some of these sacred
memories concerning my grand-parents, for
the Review, if acceptable to you.
In the year 1817, Daniel Winslow and his
wife, Eleanor Winslow, came to Digby
County from Donegal, Ireland, with two
children, Mary aged four, and Catherine
aged two years. They settled in Smith's
Cove, a few miles from the site of the present town of Digby.
Being the first Catholic settlers in that
part of the county, great were the trials they
endured for the Faith. There was no
church or priest nearer than Church Point,
a distance of sixty miles through an almost
unbroken forest in those early days. In order to make their Easter Communion, they
had to travel on foot the entire distance to
Church Point and back, staying at night
with some of the French settlers around St.
Mary's Bay.
In those days the lamented Abbe Segogne
was the only priest in that vicinity. The
following notice from
the Yarmouth
Herald of November, 1844, gives some idea
of this venerable character:?
"Sixty-seven Years Ago.
"Yarmouth Herald, Nov., 1844:?Died
at Clare, Nova Scotia, on Saturday, 9th
Nov., 1844, the Reverend and truly venerable Abbe Segogne. Mr. Segogne was
one of those respectable, but persecuted
clergymen, who, during the French Revolution, had to take refuge in England for
safety, soon after which he visited Nova
Scotia, and took charge of the Parish
of Clare, and for a long period discharged
the religious duties of Priest among the
Roman Catholic population, both of Clare,
and the adjoining County of Yarmouth, in
the most exemplary and conciliatory manner.
He was esteemed by all classes and by men
of all religious denominations. As a peacemaker, he was almost universally known:
his charities were boundless. The poor
houseless wanderer, of whatever creed, the
untutored Indian, or the hapless African,
found in this worthy man present relief, and
every provision he could make for their
future welfare. He will long be remembered
with affection and respect by the members
of his own Church, and deservedly lamented
by all who had the satisfaction of his acquaintance."
The Winslow children with one exception
were taken to Abbe Segogne for baptism and
he would invite Mrs. Winslow to stay a week
with him and rest, which she always did.
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In 1825, Mary, the oldest daughter, then a
girl of twelve years, was invited by Father
Segogne to stay a year with him and assist
around the house, so that he could instruct
her for First Communion and then send
her home to instruct the rest of the children.
She diedat the age of eighty-five years, never
having forgotten the careful instruction of

Father Segogne.

There were twelve children in the Winslow family; and one, Joseph, was so frail he
had to be carried on a pillow for three
months while an infant. Being the middle
of winter, Mrs. Winslow could not take the
child to Church Point to be baptized. She
heard of a small vessel that was going to
sail from Smith's Cove to Quoddy, so she
took the little one on the pillow and made
the journey across the Bay of Fundy.
After leaving the vessel, she traveled some
distanceon foot to the priest's house. He
said : "I can not baptize your child, as you
do not belong in my parish." She replied,
"Father, I have no parish," and explained
why she had come so far.
Needless to say, he baptized the child,
and he gave the mother great praise for
keeping so bravely to her faith. He invited
her to stay a week, and she gladly accepted
the invitation.
Her Protestant neighbors thought she was
insane to go so far with such a delicate
child, and declared she would kill him by
taking such a journey. He lived, however,
to be eighty-two years old.
In late years, when a few more Catholics
settled near the Winslows, the priest came
once a year to administer the Sacraments.
Twenty years after Mr. Winslow settled
in Digby, the French Catholics bought a
piece of land for a burying place at St. Mary's
Bay and had it consecrated. About that
time, one of the Winslow children, a boy of
fourteen years, died. It was in January and
the snow was very deep. The Methodist
minister called at the house and offered to
have the boy taken to the Methodist Church
for services, and said he would furnish a
place to bury him.
Mr. Winslow replied: "I thank you for
your kindness, but my boy will be buried
in consecrated ground if I have to carry him
to St. Mary's Bay on my back."
A Catholic neighbor loaned him an oxteam to take the boy to the cemetery, a distance of thirty miles.
Many inducements were held up to these
Catholics to rob them of their faith.
In 1834 the corner-stone of St. Patrick's
Church (the present church of Digby) was
laid. The church was not completed until
1865. Then Mass was celebrated once a
month, the priest coming from Annapolis
about thirty miles distant. His parish extended from Annapolis to St. Mary's Bay,
covering an area of about sixty square miles.
Now there were three Catholic families in
Digby town, Mr. Winslow having moved
from Smith's Cove to be nearer the church.
A certain Mr. D?, a Methodist minister,
spread a report throughout the town that
the Catholics were going to rise in revolt and
kill all the Protestants. So one of them became very excited and went to Mr. Winslow
and asked him if it was true. He said :
" Oh yes 1 We have one musket between us
all, and no powder or shot ! "
However, the next night, when Mr. D.
was preaching to his congregation, a pile of
wood fell against the meeting-house, caused
by the frost coming out of the ground
in the early spring; and the minister
shouted to his congregation that the
Catholics were upon them and for them
to arm themselves. They immediately did
as they were told, seizing tongs, benches,
wood, and everything that came within
reach. They rushed from the meetinghouse, only to find that what had caused their
alarm was the fallen wood.
From one alone of these few Catholic
families there have gone forth two Jesuit
priests, one Carmelite nun, and two nuns of
the Sacred Heart. Of the Winslow family
a daughter, three grand-children and five
great grand-children reside in St. Peter's
Parish, near Meeting House Hill, Dorchester.
Respectfully yours,
A. E. H.
?
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musical comedy on the stage are sung in the insinuate that they (the foreign-born)
family circle. "The Sunday newspapers form the main element of the lawless

pass them around as sheet music. They lie
Next Monday, Aug. 14, is the Vigil of the on the pianos of our homes. They are pracAssumption, and a fast day.
tically the only vocal music known in thousands and thousands of American households.
Next Tuesday, Aug. 15, is the Feast of If the drama leagues just now so actively
the Assumption, and a holyday of obliga- conducted by our women's clubs wish to do
tion.
a good turn towards elevating musical comedy, let them conduct a campaign to burn
Curiously enough we have not read of
all the sheet music from these ' shows ' found
any mass meetings in Ireland condemning
in their communities, and to encourage in
the proposed general arbitration treaty be- the homes the singing of good songs. Untween this country and Great Britain.
less a young person has acquired a taste for
good music and the power to discriminate
People who begin by reading objections,
between good and bad, it is absurd to ask
sneers, misrepresentations and wilful falsehim to discriminate between operetta and
hoods about the Church, will end by believtrash."
ing them. The best way is to shun all
such reading just as faithfully as we shun
In relation to the Review's tribute to the
the vulgar and the evil in human companionRev.
Father Schleuter, S. J., of Holy Trinship.
ity German church, Shawmut Avenue, BosRead on pages 3, 4, 5 and 6, this week ton, on the occasion of his recent golden
the article (reproduced from the Atlantic jubilee as a Jesuit, ?a tribute conveyed in the
Monthly) in which the scholarly English form of a translation into English of a poem
priest, Canon Barry, sets forth in a most written in German for the occasion by
striking manner the place of Rome and the Father Schuler, S. J., of Prairie du Chien,
Pope in the world to-day.
Wis., Sacred Heart College?Father Schuler
writes to Father Schleuter who mailed him
An esteemed contemporary complains that copy of the Sacred Heart Review cona
although the summer months are '' newsless taining the tribute:
months" the necessity of filling the paper is
I am particularly thankful for that splendid
ever-present.
We confess we had not adaptation to the English tongue of the little
noticed the " newslessness" of the summer poem. It improved on the original a great
months. It all depends on what you call deal and followed, nevertheless, with a remarkable fidelity the strain of my thoughts.
news.
Before, a poor inspiration of a momentary
Do not forget to offer some special token transport into the regions of poetry, it
of love to our Blessed Mother on the feast of turned out a little masterpiece now.
We deprecate Father Schuler's modest beher Assumption into heaven.
It is, of
littlement
of his own fine work in German
course, a day when we are all obliged to
while
thank
him for his outspoken praise
we
hear Mass; but how good it will be to rethe
Review's
tribute.
ceive Holy Communion if possible. Let us of
say also a decade of the rosary for love of
The Springfield Republican is not worrythe beloved Mother of Jesus Christ.
ing about the alleged decadence of New
Three out of the four men named by England. This section of the country is
Governor Foss last week to be justices of more populous and wealthy now than ever
the Superior Court are Catholics. They are it was. People who talk and write about
John B. Ratigan of Worcester, Hugo A. the decadence of New England are genDubuque of Fall River and Patrick M. Keat- erally those who regret the dying out here
ing of Boston.
Governor Foss made no of the old Yankee stock. But, as the Reerror in naming these gentlemen. He shows publican points out the disappearance of the
himself a good judge of judges.
old families will not destroy New England,
for if the work of the Yankees has been
A CASE that was tried in court recently done and their degenerate descendants are
showed up the profits of the money lender to die out very genteelly and be finally laid
who fattens on the poor. The amount bor- away in the best lots in the cemeteries,
rowed was sixty-five dollars; household fur- New England will still throb with vigorous
niture was the security, and the rate of in- life. " Our friends from Quebec, Ireland,
terest was eighteen per cent.
The cost of Poland, Hungary, Italy, Greece, Portugal,
legal proceedings added to the interest made Rumania, Lithuania, Galicia, Croatia,
the entire sum due to the plaintiff ninety- Prussia, Sweden, and Finland can be defive dollars. The judge is quoted as saying ; pended upon,'' says the Republican, '' to keep
" These money sharks are nothing but blood- New England going ; and it is certain that,
sucking hounds and ought to be punished." if the old Yankee stock isn't virile enough
or ambitious enough to maintain its oldThe general arbitration treaties between time supremacy, this section will belong by
the United States and France and the United right divine to those who will inhabit it and
States and Great Britain now await the rati- do the day's work."
fication of the Senate. It is expected that
the Senate's action will be favorable. If An Unjust Intimation.
these treaties go into effect they will render
In a recent editorial on The Police Probwar between the high contracting parties lem," the Outlook said that one cause for
practically impossible. This is a consumma- the prevalent disorder in American cities is
tion devoutly to be wished. Catholics, mem- the presence of a considerable body of boys
bers of a Church founded by the Prince and young men who find themselves reof Peace, and which counts as its children leased from the government restraints of
people of every race and country, should the Old World, and have not yet acquired
welcome every honorable treaty that makes that power of self-control on which we rely
for the preservation of law and order in
for peace.
America.
A writer with a taste for refined music
Quoting this the Catholic Fortnightly Recomplains that silly vapid songs from inane view asks : "Butis it not an injustice to
?

'

rabble that is endangering peace and good
will in our large cities ? " It certainly is an
injustice. The foreign-born boys and
young men, and the first generation of native-born children of foreigners, do without
doubt furnish many cases of criminality;
but our criminals are recruited extensively
from the " older stock," also. In Kansas
City last year there were 1,093 children haled
into court. Of these, 935 or eighty-five per
cent were of American percentage. Printing these figures the Journal of Education
(non-Catholic) says:?
Americans have been so in the habit of
attributing crime and poverty to the
foreign element, that the injustice of the
claim needs to be emphasized again and
again.

THE METHODS OF ST. THOMAS.
Many among us wish that we might know
much, might write well, might win many
souls to Christ and His Church by the eloquence of our tongues and the fire and force
of the mighty pen. To such as these we
would impart the source and secret of St.
Thomas of Aquin's marvelous gifts, in the
hope that they may be led to copy his ex-

ample and to make his practises their own,
and that they may, in their lesser degree,
obtain some share in his wonderful gifts.
His biographer, Father Conway, 0. P.,
says of him:
The one aim of his life was to pursue and
to impart knowledge.
Daniel d'Augusta
put the question to him one day, as to what
he considered to be the greatest gift he had
ever received, apart from sanctifying grace;
with candor of soul he replied that it was the
gift of understanding all that he had ever
read. To intimate friends he disclosed the
secret of his marvelous wisdom, telling
them that he learned more by prayer than
from study.
When only about twenty years of age he
made this prayer which he ever after
?

used:
Lord Jesus Christ, I pray Thee that the
?

fiery and honey-sweet power of Thy love
may detach my soul from everything under
heaven, so that I may die from love of Thy
love, Who, out of love for me, didst die upon

the tree of the cross.
His biographer says of him:?
Prayer was the very breath of his life.
The holy Doctor acknowledged to friends,
that, on every Christmas night, he obtained
some special favor from God, some vision or
deeper insight into the glories of Christ.
His exquisitely tender devotion towards our
Lord stands revealed in this prayer:
"Most tender Jesus, may Thy most
and Blood be my soul's sweetsacred Body
ness and delight, health and holiness in
every temptation, joy and peace in every
sorrow, light and strength in every word
and work, and my last safeguard in death."
His companion, Father Reginald, bore to
him this testimony:
During life, my Master always prevented
me from revealing the wonders which I
witnessed. Of this number was his marvelous learning which uplifted him beyond
all other men, which he owed less to power
of genius than to the efficacy of his prayers.
Truly, before studying, or lecturing, reading, writing, or dictating, he began by shutting himself up in secret prayer: he prayed
with tears, so as to obtain from God the
understanding of His mysteries, and then
lights came in abundance to illumine his
mind. When he encountered a difficulty,
he had recourse to prayer, and all his doubts

...

?

?

vanished.

We are able to give, for our own help and
edification, " the prayer which he invariably
made before lecturing or writing, or studying." Let us make i t our own:
?
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Creator, beyond human utterance, Who, credit for the affair. The fact that the as great an increase of students as the
didst es- Catholics of Ireland at that period were Catholic colleges.
tablish three hierarchies of angels, setting even more harried and hunted and imAs to the Catholic high schools, though
them in wonderful order to preside over the poverished
the
England
than
the
Colonists
New
movement for their organization is comempyrean heaven, and Who hast most
out of Thy wisdom's treasures,

marvelously assorted the parts of the universe; Thou Who art called the fountainhead of life and of wisdom, and the one
over-ruling principle: be pleased to shed the
ray of Thy brightness over the gloom of my
understanding, so as to dispel the double
shadow of sin and ignorance in which I was
born.
Thou Who makest eloquent the
tongues of babes, instruct my tongue, and
shed the grace of Thy blessing upon my
lips. Bestow on me keenness of wit to understand, the power of retentive memory,
method and ease of learning, subtility for
explaining, and the gift of ready speech.
Teach me as I begin, direct me as I advance,
complete my finished task for me, Thou
Who art truly God and man, Who livest and
reignest forever and ever. Amen.
We firmly believe that those who try
faithfully St. Thomas' holy methods will
receive in some measure St. Thomas' holy
and useful gifts of studying, writing and
explaining the truth.
IRISH AID TO THE COLONISTS
IN 1676.
Boston, Mass, Aug. 1, 1911.

Editor Review:?
An Irish friend mentioned the other day,
in conversation, that at one time in colonial
days the Irish people sent money or provisions, or both to relieve the necessities of

He
the colonists here in New England.
could not give me the exact details of this
matter; and as it is most interesting and an
incident that I have never seen alluded to
in any history, I write to know if you can
tell me anything definite about it.
Yours very truly,
A Protestant Reader.
A passing mention is made of this incident in Palfrey's "History of New England " and possibly in other histories, but,
so far as school histories go it is noted but
rarely, if at all. A good account of it appears in the New England Historical and
Genealogical Register for July, 1848. There
we are told that in 1676 after King Philip's
war when the colonists were in great distress, six hundred of the inhabitants having fallen in battle or massacre, and twelve
towns in the colonies having been utterly
destroyed, certain inhabitants of Dublin
contributed nearly one thousand pounds to
purchase a cargo for the relief of the New
Englanders. This relief was called "The
Irish Charity." It was divided among the
colonies of Massachusetts and Plymouth.
In the Old Colony Records may be found a
list of the towns to which aid from this
charity was given, together with the names
of those appointed to distribute it. Years
after, in 1847, when a ship went from America laden with provisions for the faminestricken people of Ireland, a New England
minister wrote: "It is an interesting fact
that the people of Ireland, nearly two hundred years ago, thus sent relief to our Pilgrim Fathers in the time of their need; and
that what we have been doing for that
famishing country is but a return for what
their fathers did for our fathers; and the
whole circumstance proves a verification of
the Scripture:
'Cast thy bread upon the
waters, for thou shalt find it after many
days.'"
It ought to be added, in order that there
may be no misunderstanding, that the
Dubliners who subscribed to the fund for
the colonists' relief were probably all Protestants. Indeed the writer (or the editor)
of the article in the Register takes particular care that Irish Catholics be not given

should be remembered.
Whether the paratively recent, those already established
subscribers were Catholics or Protestants, are doing work marked by thoroughness
however, they showed a truly Irish gen- and excellence. The report gives the Boys'
erosity not only in the amount of their High School in Philadelphia, due to the
donation but in the wish expressed in foundation of a generous Catholic, as a
the letter that went with it, namely, that typical example. The Girls' High School,
even those who for their religious opinions
the dominant party in New England were
treating harshly, should share in the charity,
as also such Indians as showed themselves
friendly to the colonists.
THE K. OF C. HEARS ABOUT
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.

At the meeting of the National Council
of the Knights of Columbus in 1910 a committee on Catholic Higher Education was
appointed for the purpose of inquiring
diligently into the best means of interesting
the Catholic public in the matter of chairs,
scholarships, original foundations, and the
cost of maintenance of Catholic institutions,
to the end '' that Catholic education may be
brought closer to the homes of our people
and that there may be, within the shortest
possible time, at least one Catholic High
school in every town, one Catholic College
in every diocese and one Catholic University in every archdiocese in the land."
The committee appointed to seek out this
information consisted of the Rev. Dr. J. S.
Creagh of the Catholic University, Washington, Professor James C. Monaghan and Dr.
James J. Walsh of Fordham University.
Their report laid before the annual convention of the K. of C. last week in Detroit contains many facts of interest to all Catholic

Americans.

Beginning with the Catholic University
of America, Washington, the report says
that that institution is doing excellent
work and attracting the attention of
scholars everywhere in the country. Besides the Catholic University there are
seven other Catholic universities in this country now, that have very nearly or over 1,000
students each and have all the University
departments. They are St. Louis, Georgetown, Notre Dame, Creighton at Omaha,
Neb., Fordham near New York, Marquette
in Milwaukee and Loyola in Chicago. Similar Universities are organizing in Boston,
Detroit, New Orleans and Pittsburg. The
standards of these institutions are high,
and their standing as compared with secular
universities is of the best.
The report does not give the number of
Catholic colleges, but it says that almost
every one of these has doubled the number
of its students within the past ten years.
" As to the standards maintained just as
much that is favorable might be said of the
numbers. The increase in numbers has
made it possible to select students more
carefully for entrance and to be quite free
in the dropping of students who are not
worthy because of morals or scholarship."
The committee reports that the corresponding development of opportunities for the
higher education of women under Catholic
auspice is quite as striking as that for men.
Ten years ago there were at most but one or
two Catholic institutions that even pretended to give College or University degrees
to women in this country. Now there are
at least a score of such institutions. The
academies conducted by the various religious congregations of women report at least

now being erected in the same city as the
result of the presentation of a large sum by
a Catholic lady of means, is to be a model of
its kind, and for some years the Catholic
High School for girls movement in Philadelphia has been organized in preparation for
the new building. St. Louis is in the midst
of a similar movement. There are portions
of the country where the high school is very
well organized. In the diocese of Springfield, Massachusetts, for instance, pupils of
both sexes are kept in the Sisters' schools
until ready for entrance to College.
The Catholic school system of New York
is cited as an example of Catholic activity
in elementary school work. There are
77,000 children on the rolls and about
$1,000,000 a year is spent on them and the
school buildings are worth nearly$15,000,000.
Altogether in this country there are now
about 1,250,000 children in the Catholic
public schools. "Our school buildings,"
says the Report, "are not only very creditable as a rule but often handsome, even
model structures. In the larger cities
it has been said that the City School Boards
might well appoint Catholic priests as supervising architects, for they get their buildings often quite as handsome as the public
school buildings for one-fourth less money.
Some of the school buildings in the larger
cities and even in the smaller towns in New
England are beautiful structures, finely
modeled and fulfilling all modern requirements."
Of course, it is well known to all Catholics
who think about the matter at all that were
it not for the army of religious women and
men working in the cause of Catholic education practically for their board and clothes,
the system of Catholic schools would be
non-existent. On this point the report
says:
We have in this country about 55,000 religious. Of these over 40,000 are exclusively occupied with education. If to this
be added the number of parish and assistant
priests who give their time in services as
practically the superintendents of schools,
the figures, far from being exaggerated,
are rather an under estimation. It would
not be too much to say that the average
salary that should be paid them ought to be
not less than $750 a year according to present standards in teachers' salaries. Remember that among theseare the presidents,
deans, administrative officers, and professors of universities and of colleges, the principals and superintendents of schools and
special teachers of art, literature and music
whose salaries usually are in the thousands.
If you multiply 40,000 by $750 the result
is $30,000,000. A sum very nearly as large
as that is what the religious and the clergy
of this country give to Catholic education
every year in giving themselves to it.
As to the recommendation of the committee
to the Knights of Columbus as a body, the
report says that just at the present moment
the best possible thing that could happen
would be to have a body of men like the
Knights recognize that " our Catholic education had developed very wonderfully and that
there now is no excuse for sending Catholic
youth to secular schools;" and it adds:?
If the recommendations of this Committee
should accomplish no more than that next
?
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child of any Knight of Columbus
that could get to a Catholic school should
be sent to a secular school, we feel that very
much would be accomplished. After this
the most important thing is that Knights
out of their knowledge should become educational apostles and evangelists, men who
have accepted a mission to announce the
good tidings of Catholic education to all
other Catholics and especially to Catholic
parents. As a rule, Catholics are not nearly
so familiar with what is being accomplished
by our people as they ought to be. This is
particularly true with regard to education,
literature, art and music. Every Catholic
should make it his business to know what
Catholics are accomplishing in these lines.
We have much more than our share of the
literarymen, poets, and the artists who are
doing things worth while in this country
and the same thing is now getting to be
true of education. Let us hope that Catholics generally will come to realize that, and
above all that the Knights of Columbus will
do so.
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PATRIOTISM TRUE AND FALSE.
The American patriotism that thinks
America so perfect as not to require any
reforms, or that imagines Americans so
smart as not to be in need of any helpful
hints from other peoples, is hardly what one
might call an enlightened patriotism. Yet
it is a kind of patriotism professed by a great
Mrs.
many otherwise intelligent citizens.
PatriotEdwin D. Mead in her pamphlet
ism and Peace " gives an instance of how
far this Chauvinism can go. Many years
ago, before the introduction of the Australian ballot in Boston, when she was once
presenting its advantages to an audience,
she found to her surprise several men objecting to adopting any new-fangled notions
from another country. "America is good
enough for me " was their argument. At
another time, a disparaging criticism of
Boston docks as compared with those of
Liverpool aroused much indignation on the
"If the
part of an untraveled listener.
foreigners don't like our docks, why don't
they stay at home?" was the retort.
Mrs. Mead thinks that the patriotism of
public school exercises is often not far removed from
this narrow type, and
there is sound sense in the suggestions
she makes in the following passage:
In teaching classes largely composed of
foreign-born, all that is best in our country
should be pointed out, and its past glorious
achievements and present effort 3 for conservation and advancement be emphasized;
but in teaching the native-born it is important to point out as well those matters
in which the old world surpasses the new?
the better building laws, fewer accidents,
fewer fires, far better municipal government, cleaner and better paved streets,
which are to be found in Germany, Switzerland and other countries. This should be
done so as to inspire wholesome emulation
and also to develop respect for the other
members of the world family.
Over against such teaching of patriotism
as this with its lesson that though America
is great and powerful and progressive, a
country to love and to work for, she has no
monopoly of the worth while things, let us
put this little story:
A few years ago in Washington a teacher
asked a boy to define the word patriotism.
He replied that it meant killing Spaniards.
" A natural reply," comments Mrs. Mead,
"for a boy who had lived through the
Spanish war, when in various instances the
movements of the fleet were marked with
pins upon the school map, and some
teachers even brought toys to school which
illustrated the blowing up'of'the 'Maine.' "

'

?

?

Sunday, Aug. 13.
Tenth Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle,
1 Corinthians xiii, 2?11; gospel, St. Luke
xviii, 9?14. To-morrow will be a fast day,
the Vigil of the feast of the Assumption of
the Blessed Virgin Mary into heaven; the
next day, Tuesday, will be the feast of the
Assumption, a great holyday of obligation,
when we are bound to hear Mass, and to
rest, as far as possible, from servile works.
On the feast of the Assumption, the
Blessed Virgin was assumed into heaven;
and into heaven we, too, shall one day
go, if we serve God faithfully, and if
we humbly trust in the infinite mercy and
merits of our Divine Redeemer Jesus Christ.
This is a feast on which it is well for us to
think of heaven. How many of us do this?
How many of us delight in dwelling
thoughtfully and prayerfully upon the
thought of our eternal home? We anticipate our vacations from daily toil; we like
to plan a journey to the mountains, a sojourn by the seashore; but all these pleasures are of brief duration and are often
marred by some accident or illness, by uncongenial companions, by disappointments
and losses. Now think what heaven will be,
our everlasting heaven. Toil will be over;
there will be no sickness there, nor death;
all tears shall be wiped away. So St. John
tells us in his Apocalypse: "They shall no
more hunger nor thirst, neither shall the
sun fall on them, nor any heat.
For the
Lamb, which is in the midst of the throne,
shall rule them, and shall lead them to the
fountains of the waters of life, and God
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes.''
And again: " I heard a great voice from the
throne, saying: Behold the tabernacle of
God with men, and He will dwell with them.
And they shall be His people; and God Himself with them shall be their God. And God
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes:
and death shall be no more, nor mourning,
nor crying, nor sorrow shall be any more,
for the former things are passed away." Is
it not consoling to think of these beautiful
promises? And yet, picture to ourselves as
earnestly as we may the joys of heaven, the
words of St. Paul still remain true: "It is
written: That eye hath not seen, nor ear
heard, neither hath it entered into the heart
of man, what things God hath prepared for
them that love Him. But to us God hath
revealed them, by His Spirit." So, when
we gaze on the glories of mountain and
river, sky and ocean, let us pray fervently
to God's Holy Spirit to give us some little
insight into heaven's eternal and far greater
beauties and delights, and let us beseech
Him to make our hearts very pure, so that
the precious beatitude shall be granted unto
us: "Blessed are the clean of heart: for
they shall see God."
Monday, Aug. 14.

Vigil of the Assumption of the Blessed
Virgin Mary. Fast Day.
Tuesday, Aug. 15.
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
Holyday of Obligation.
Wednesday, Aug. 16.

St. Hyacinth,

Confessor.

Octave of St. Lawrence, Martyr.
Of the Octave of the Assumption.
Saturday, Aug. 19.

Of the Octave.
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Religious Maxims.
Sunday.
Those who are seeking after the eternal
country, though sailing on the high sea of
the affairs of this world, have a certain
presentiment of heaven, which animates
and encourages them marvelously. ?St.
Francis de Sales.
Jerusalem, Celestial Home,
Sweet port of peace divine,
The stones of which thy walls are laid
Are souls of saints benign;
A thousand, thousand angels sing
The glories that are thine.
?From the Latin by Judge Donahoe.
Monday.
Let us live gayly in our Lord and for our
Lord, and let us not frighten ourselves
about death. I do not say let us not fear
it at all, but I say let us not disturb ourselves. Shall we not be blessed if we die
with our gentle Saviour in the midst of our
hearts?
From heaven's high dome the Lord of love,
The sole-begotten Son,
Came down to build His temple fair,
And be its corner-stone;
He joined it to the stars above,
Till earth and heaven are one.
Tuesday.

When the blessed Cardinal Borromeo was
death, he had the image of
dead
our
Saviour brought, in order to
sweeten his death by that of our Saviour.
So evermore the holy walls
Resound the heavenly lays;
And men unite with angel choirs.
The Three in One to praise;
The songs of Sion, loud and sweet,
With gladsome voice we raise.
Wednesday.
The life which is beyond, and which the
mercy of God will give us, is very desirable
indeed; and so we must by no means fall
into distrust. Though we are miserable,
we are not nearly so much so as God is
merciful to those who want to love Him and
who have placed their hopes in Him.
0 heaven, a Queen most beautiful,
In wedlock sweetly won,
Dowered with the glory of the Sire,
The mercies of the Son!
Like Christ, thy Spouse, thy rule shall be
Eternal as His throne.
Thursday.
I do not understand, in good sooth, how
souls which have given themselves to the
Divine Goodness are not always joyous, for
is there a happiness equal to this? Nor
should imperfections which may arise trouble you at all: for we do not wish to entertain them. Remain, then, quite in peace,
and live in humility and sweetness of heart.
A crown, 0 heaven, is on thy brow.
Thy gates are opened wide,
The ages bow before thy throne,
And hail thee as the Bride
That moves mankind to deathless love
Of Christ the Crucified.
on the point of

Friday.

Our Lord attracts our souls to heaven by
drawing thither, little by little, all that was
dearest to us here below.
With many a stroke of shining steel,
With many a sounding blow,
The stones were laid and fitted well
Within the walls below,
Till lo! heaven's glory evermore
Above the stars shall glow.
Saturday.
The more I advance in this mortality, the
more contemptible I find it, and ever more
loveable the holy eternity to which we aspire.?St. Francis de Sales.
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"I WILL COME DOWN."

FutaMOrWend omen.
A WONDERFUL BUILDING.
[Translated by S. L. Emery from the German
of Father Opitz, S. J.]

Never enough can I look and look,
Dear church, on thy building high,
That rises, cut from the solid rock,
Far up to the clear blue sky.

And behold, on the rock, that solid
rock,
The loveliest meadow grows !
There buds and there blossoms thy garden fair,
O Mary, thou mystical Rose !

A VACATION LETTER.
Dear Uncle Jack :?
A letter to you from an Irish
niece made me think that you
would enjoy a few extracts from
a long epistle of an Irish nephew.
Quite recently he returned home
for a few weeks; and your boys,
and girls too, will be glad to hear
of the Emerald Isle from him.
He begins thus :
?

" O Ireland, isn't it grand you look,

Like a bride in her rich adorning ?
With all the pent-up love of my heart,
I bid you the top o' the morning ! "

"As the bigCunarder steamed

majestically along by the Kerry
Coast, the words of this familiar
song rose unbidden to my mind,
but with a fuller meaning than
ever before as I gazed on the
rock-bound shore of Sweet Innisfail, the land of poetry, religion
and persecution,?the cradle of
prelates, warriors and statesmen,
the last resting place of innumerable heroes, martyrs, and saints.
How often, as a little boy, had I
listened with staring eyes to my
grandfather, as he told me in the
dusky twilight, or by the flickering turf fire, of the raths and
fairies, of the headless horseman,
and of haunted castles with their
countless ghosts ! But we had
landed at the quay of the Custom
House, where all was bustle and

excitement.
"While awaiting the pleasure
of the officials, my attention was
attracted by what appeared to

be a large American trunk coming up the platform on two legs.
As the strange object drew
nearer, I saw that a very diminutive porter was underneath,
while a young lady, evidently the
owner, was helping all she could
by bearing down on the trunk to
steady its passage.
Judging
from the sounds that came from
beneath, her efforts were not
justly appreciated! A brother
porter in quest of his fellow-laborer, recognizing the legs, hastened over and peered in at his
mate, at the same time exclaiming, ' Are you in there, Mike ?'
"Mike, no doubt exasperated
by this new lack ofperception, angrily replied, ' Lave me alone,
you omadhawn. Don't you see
the trouble I'm under?' "

Dear Children:?
There was a holy little Carmelite nun who died in Lisieux,
France, not fifteen years ago,
aged less than twenty-five years,
and named Sister Teresa of the
Child Jesus and the Holy Face.
When the nuns said to her,
" You will look down on us from
heaven?" what do you think
she answered? She said, I will
corn,e down." And come down
she has indeed, and more than
once since then.
Three years ago, in the town
of Lisieux itself, a little blind
child, not five years old, had her
sight suddenly restored on the
second day of a novena to the
Little Flower of Jesus, as Sister
Teresa is lovingly called. "I
saw the little Teresa," the child
declared, "there, near my bed.
She took my hands and smiled
to me. She was lovely. She
had a veil and it was all lit up
around her head."
In the year 1909, a poor
woman in far-off Madagascar, an
island east of Africa, came to a
Sister of Providence who had
baptized the poor woman's apparently dying child and had
also given her a picture of Sister
Teresa.
The baby was splendidly well, and the mother declared :
"The beautiful lady whom
you gave to me, cured my son
during the night.
I thought he
was already dead, and I was crying; but she came in carrying a
white robe which she placed on
him. When he awoke, he was
cured."
There was another cure in
Lisieux in 1910, a little boy
named Ernest, and he was not
only cured, but Sister Teresa
came down, and taught him to
walk without his crutches. And
it is beautiful to learn that the
cure brought about the conversion of little Ernest's father and
mother who had not been to Holy
Communion, alas ! for fourteen

'

?

years.

Then there was a dear little
French girl named Marie who
was getting ready for her First
Communion, when, on Jan. 2,
1910, she became ill. J an 2 is
Sister Teresa's birthday. Marie
suffered intensely, chiefly in her
lower limbs; and at last she lost
all power to walk, and Marie
found also that she was likely to
become a hunchback as well as a
cripple. Three doctors were
consulted, to no avail. A specialist said her trouble was spinal disease, and advised electricity. But at last all human hope
was abandoned.
Meanwhile, her school-teacher,
who was reading Sister Teresa's
Life, urged Marie to appeal to
the Little Flower of Jesus, and
IjOXb of Appetite is common")- gradual;
Marie
at once assured her
one dish after another is set aside. It is one
of the first indications that the system is runthat the Little Flower
ning down, and tnere is nothing else so good teacher
for it as Hood's Barsaparilla?the best of all would cure her.
But matters
tonics.

.
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grew worse, in spite of Marie's
constant cry "Little Flower,

cure me, pray for me ! " and despite the prayers of her parents
and companions.
But at last there came a night
in Easter week when the invalid
was lying on her bed, with a
lightburning in the room because
of her sleeplessness and her
great timidity.
Suddenly opening her eyes, she saw by her bed
a charming little figure smiling
At first Marie was
at her.
frightened and made the sign of
the cross, and then her dear little
visitor smiled more sweetly still,
and said :?
"You will soon be able to
walk, ?this very day even ! "
For some time the lovely visitor remained, looking with a radiant smile at her sick little
friend, who was now no longer
afraid.
Then Sister Teresa disappeared. Marie said joyously to
her parents in the morning :
" I shall walk to-day. I saw,
last night, my Little Flower who
told me so."
Yet Marie had not then seen
Sister Teresa's pictured face.
About three o'clock, that afternoon, the same sweet voice spoke
again, though Marie, who was
resting on a couch, this time saw
nothing.
"Walk!" was the
word she heard; and in a moment's time she was on foot, and
the little lame girl who for three
months had not walked one step
ran with all speed to fling herself into her astonished mother's
arms. Three weeks later the
child made her First Communion
with her rejoicing companions.
Is not that a charming story
and shall we not all become fervent clients and devoted lovers
of the Little Flower of Jesus !
B. G. Scot.
?
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BEAVEN-KELLY HOME

for Aged Men
Private Room; General or private ward, good service at moderate rates. Address
Sisters of Providence,
Beaven-Kelly Home,

Mass.
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St. Anselm's
COLLEGE

Manchester, N. H.
BENEDICTINE FATHERS
extensive
Imposing
buildings,
grounds and healthy location. Boys
from West and South greatly benefited
in this climate. Gymnasium, baseball
grounds, etc., etc.
Classical, Scientific and Commercial Courses ; also Elementary School
for beginners. Degrees Conferred.
For catalogue address

THE REV. DIRECTOR, 0. S. B.

Academy of the Jssumption
Wellesley

Mills, Mass.

Academy, situated In the suburbs of
Boston, Is onlya few miles from the city. It is
on the line «f the Boston and Albany Railroad.
The location is one of the most healthful and
picturesque In New England. The ground*
are extensive, affording ample advantages for
out-door exercise. Tha curriculum of studies
is thorough and comprehensive, embracing all
the branches necessary for a refined edacation.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day
pupils apply tc
SISTER SUPERIOR.
Attached to th9Academy Is a preparatory
boys
for
between
school
the ages of 5 and 14.
The object of this school is to give such a gen
pupils
as
will
tit
eral education
to enter college.

This

ST. DUNSTAN'S COLLEGE

SUNSET.

Charlottetown,

P. E. 1., Canada

[Translated from the German of Father Opitz, Twenty-six hours from Boston, Mass.
Commercial, Classical and Science
5..T., by S. I>. Emery.]

very
Courses. Fees
moderate.
prospectus.
clouds
like
roses
Write
for
The sunset
softly glow
REV. TERENCE CAMPBELL, Rector.
Upon the horizon far;
the
golden-topped
distant mounAnd
tains show
Beneath the evening star.
O lovely sunset ! as we cease to roam,
Shall it be fair like this,
Teacher of Pianoforte,
When Mary's hand shall gently lead us
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DANA STREET
CAMBRIDGE

Give us opportunity to bid on Uousehold
Furniture, especially newly-wed. We can
save yoa
veT cen am tio not c leJ by
Better goods and cheaper
Boston Prices.
)rices tnan elsewhere.
Store open every
l
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S. H. HARRINGTON,
,075 to ,079 Cambrld go St

CAMBRIDQEPORT.
>

Telephone 1157-3 Cambridge.
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too, they should be converted
and gained for truth by Catholic

Americans."

" Gather up the fragments that remain,
theybe lost."?John vi., 1, 2.

lest

Diocesan Direction :

41 Maiden Street, Boston, Mass,
(Cathedral Precincts)

"The duty of bringing souls
to God becomes for us still more
imperative when we consider
that, though our Blessed Redeemer descended from Heaven
to save all mankind, there are a
great number as yet who do not
partake of the fruits of redemption either because of ignorance
of our Holy Faith, or because
though blessed with the knowledge of Christ, they remain out
of the unity of the Church, so
much recommended by our Divine Lord."? Archbishop Falconio, Apostolic Delegate.

DIOCESAN OFFICE NOTES.
We record remittances from
Notre Dame dc Lourdes, Lowell;
Sacred Heart, Newton Centre;
Immaculate Conception, Boston;
Mission Church, Roxbury; St.
Patrick's, Roxbury; St. Mary's,
Randolph.

MISSION NOTES.
Nearly one thousand million
of people?men, women and children have no knowledge of the
fact that the "Word became flesh
and dwelt amongst us." Man
must be reached through man.
What have you done to bring the
light of the world to those now
in darkness?

In the work of the Society for
the Propagation of the Faith, no
influence is more potent than
that of the parish priest. In the
eyes of the people, he is the consecrated of God and it is to Him
they look for guidance and for
inspiration.
Happily the cause is blessed
with the practical and in many
cases the enthusiastic co-operation of our diocesan clergy.
From a religious in Hawaii, we
learn that the Brothers of Mary,
who have a central house in
Dayton, Ohio, have three well
established schools on that
island. The twenty-nine Brothers teaching in the schools were
born in either Canada or the
'To me,"
United States.
"it
missionary,
this
writes
and
appropriate
very
seems
providential that since the seeds
of error and perversion have
been planted by American Protestants among the natives, so
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Father Westropp, S.J., writes
in an interesting letter: "During the past week I conducted a
' revival' among the Sioux InThroughout the entire
dians.
week, we had servicesfour times
a day and in between we were
all busy, ?my two cateshists instructing, exhorting and drumming up converts and old sinners, myself hearingconfessions,
preaching, etc. They treated us
most royally and felt happy to
have a priest in their midst
speaking their tongue, eating
their food and living in their
tents."
After the discovery of Alaska,
Greek Schismatic priests were
sent to the country by the Russian government, but, except in
rare instances, thesemissionaries
did scarcely anything, save to
baptize young and old indiscriminately, without

instruction,

leaving their so-called converts
plunged in pagan superstition,
and distributing communion to
any and everybody, not excepting the Shamans, or Indian
sorcerers, whose lives were
spent in deceiving the natives
and perpetrating many heinous
crimes. When Alaska was sold
to the United States, almost all
the Russian priests left the
territory, but they returned
later to the districts nearest to
Russia. At the present time,
however, only two Russian
priests remain in Northern
Alaska. The first effort of Catholic missionaries to carry the
Gospel into Alaska was made
in 1862.
Americans have been somewhat mystified by the term
"pneumonic plague," as the
pest now ravaging China is
called. As a matter of fact this
disease is caused by the same
germ as the bubonic plague. In
the latter, the germ attacks the
glands causing swelling and
rapid decay. In the Chinese
epidemic, the lungs are affected
and quickly destroyed.
It j*
said that in the pneumonic
scourge the breath of the patient kills as swiftly and surely
as deadly poison.

THE BOYS' FESTIVAL.
In an interesting letter re-
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tically colored, and is made hollow, so that as the wind fills
it, it rises and falls and floats
gracefully in the air. Sometimes a whole row of paper carp
may be seen flying from one
pole, beginning with a small one
at the lower end and growing
larger and larger towards the
top. Now the koi is the symbol
of a male child and the houses
which display the flying, highly
decorative fish are the proud
possessors of sons. Relations and
friends bring these paper fishes
as gifts of felicitation for King
Baby's first festival and this accounts for the number often
flying from a single pole.
"Japan, more perhaps than
any other country, is the land of
auspicious symbolism in the
daily life of the people, and the
carp on account of its character,
has been chosen as a fitting signification of a son. The carp is
known to perform the phenomenal feat of ascending waterfalls in its progress up a stream,
and it is the recognized symbol
of courage and perseverance surmounting all difficulties. It is also
called the Samurai among fish,
for when caught and placed on a
board under the knife, it never
moves but resigns itself to death
with calm dignity, and the boy
is taught that all these qualities
are expected of him when he
grows to manhood.
"In preparation for the Festival the toy shops for many
weeks past have shown tier upon
tier of heroes, warriors and emperors and all the favorites of
history who are so dear to the
hearts of the little boys of Japan.
A visit to one of these shops at
this season opens up a realm of
In the
historical romance.
bright array of armor and gold
and scarlet brocade, stand the
figures of Jimmu Tenno, the
founder of the empire, Jingo
Kogo, the martial Empress who

ceived last week from Father conquered Korea, the ill-fated
Evrard of Tokio, Japan, he gave Yoshitsune, the military genius
us a unique description of a of the twelfth century and the
peculiar custom.
It takes place darling of the people, Kato Kiyoduring the Boys' Festival which masa, Hideyoshi's great general,
falls on May 5. He writes:
and Benkei forever associated
"For the past week or ten with Yoshitsune and the loyalest
days the streets of the capital retainer that ever lived.
and of the villages in the coun"Small boys delight in Momotry have been made gay with taro, the Peachling, just stephuge brightly painted paper or ping out of a ripe peach, or setcotton carp (koi), attached to ting forth on his adventures
poles higher than the houses. with the monkey, the pheasant
The figure of the koi is realis- and the dog; or in Kintaro, the
?
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prodigy of strength, and in the
miniature suits of armor and
swords on their stands, all beautifully fashioned to the smallest
details.
Standing up among
this brave array of warriors,
etc., is a curious regimental
standard composed of a cluster
of golden gourds. It is said that
when the great Taiko went to
his first combat, being of low
origin, he had no coat of arms or
any sign to distinguish him. As
he rushed to the fray he tore up
a gourd growing by the wayside
and flourished it aloft as his
banner. Coming forth victor he
declared that for every victory
he won, he would add a gourd to
his standard till he could number
a thousand. That is the story of
the banner of the golden gourds.
Some people say that the
Carp Festival was instituted to
celebrate the defeat of the Mongolian Invasion, but scholars assert that like many a timehonored custom, it came over
from China where it was established over 2,000 years ago to
commemorate the death of a
patriotic statesman.
" Thus the Boys' Festival is
pregnant with meaning and
teaching for the boys of Japan;
it is not merely an array of beautiful toys. The images of the
great heroes set out in the alcove
with all honor must store the
youthful mind with bright pictures of the glorious deeds of the
mighty past and the youthful
imagination must surely be fired
with patriotic enthusiasm to emulate the same."
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Temperance.
A LIQUOR-LESS CLUB.
A European publication tells
of an interesting experiment
now being tried in Zurich,?the
opening of a kind of people's club
(Volkshaus) where no alcoholic
liquors of any kind will be sold.
Restaurants have existed in Zurich for some time past in which
no alcoholic drinks are allowed
to be sold; but the " Volkshaus "
is a new experiment?the first
institution, it is claimed, of its
kind in Switzerland, andpossibly
even in Europe, though we naturally think of Lord Grey's
somewhat closely allied Publichouse Trust Association.
The city of Zurich supplied the
site and also gave $50,000
towards the cost of erecting the
building. Before it contributed
this sum, however, it had submitted the proposal to the popular vote, and the people showed
by their votes that they desired
to have a large popular temperance club. The Canton of
Zurich also subscribed $5,000,
and $32,000 has been obtained
from private individuals. The
total cost of erecting and fitting
up th? building is estimated at
rather more than $160,000. The
basement is occupied by bathrooms for both men and women,
an ordinary bath costing only
eight cents, and a shower bath
two cents. On the ground floor
are three large, well-lighted
coffee-rooms
or restaurants.
The servants, who are all women,
have their rooms on the third
floor where the manager, his
wife and family have their flat.
On the first floor there is a fine
reading room, open all day free,
where more than sixty papers
can be seen. Adjoining it is a
circulating library, and on the
same floor are three rooms for
meetings or entertainments.
A club of this kind unless it is
allowed to be used for purposes
other than the moral good of all
who attend it, ought to be com-
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conditions, deputations of many
trade organizations with bands
and banners, as well as the
representatives of different temperance societies with which the
late Cardinal was associated,
marched to the park to unite
with members of the League of
the Cross in honoring the memory of its founder. Five thousand persons took part in the
procession.
In the park the vast audience
was addressed from two platforms, the speakers including
several priests who take an active part in the temperance

movement.
An interesting message was
conveyed to the great gathering
from John Burns, M. P., who
was associated with the late
Cardinal in the settlement of the
dock strike. Mr. Burns, who is
now a Cabinet minister, President of the Local Government
Board, wrote:
"For many years I had the
pleasure of the friendship of
Cardinal Manning, on labor,
temperance, housing and social
problems. We often talked, occasionally differed, but always
were the best of friends. His
greatest work for the poor was
in the field of temperance, and
to him with others of his time,
much of the present and increasing spread of the work among
In
the London poor is due.
Manning, labor often had a
champion, the poor always a
To
wise and devoted friend.
enjoy his friendship was a
pleasure, and to co-operate with
him was one of the greatest
privileges of social service for the
community whom he
nobly
served. Workmen for whom he
had a great appreciation will
show their appreciation of his
services by revering his memory
and advancing the temperance
cause for which he performed
such signal service."
From each platform two resolutions were put, one pledging
the meeting in commemoration
of the anniversary of the birth
of Cardinal Manning to spread
mended. Catholics, however, the principles of total abstinence,
have reason to fear these public and the second placing on record
" non-sectarian " clubs.
the grateful thanks and the appreciation of the working classes
for the love which Cardinal
CARDINAL MANNING
Manning displayed toward the
REMEMBERED.
poor and his desire to brighten
That the memory of the late their social condition.
Cardinal Manning is still cherished by the trade unions and
PLAYING SOLDIER.
temperance societies of London,
Some of the militia men playwas seen on Sunday afternoon,
July 16, on the occasion of a ing soldier recently, thought
demonstration held in Battersea that they would be more like the
Park to celebrate the 103rd anni- real sons of Mars if they poured
versary of the birth of the great a libation to Bacchus, and at
Prince of the Church, the great Lowell these hilarious fellows
preacher and practiser of total made rather a nuisance of themabstinence, the great "Cardinal selves and gave an exhibition of
Democrat." Men foregathered at least one of the horrors of the
from all parts of London at this war.
The more sensible militia men
meeting in Battersea Park, and
despite the- tropical weather were ashamed of their foolish
?

comrades, and

the
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Lechmere National Bank
of East Cambridge.
of certain of the

statement was issued by General Clark, commander of the
detachment that offended:?
"I regret very much the re-

ported action
221 Cambridge Street,
men on Monday. When the
matter was brought to my at- Capita! SI00,000.
tention that night I sent a large
Surplus $100,000.
detail of officers and men by auto
Resources $850,000.
truck to order any men who
were there back to camp. Upon
their arrival nearly all the men
had left the city, and the cause
of the trouble no longer existed.
I have taken every precaution
Discount daily.
not to have the incident repeated
saloons,
in Lawrence. All of the
ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.
President.
S. Brown,
have been requested not to sell Otis
Vice-President.
JAMBS F. Pknnkll,
Cashier.
liquor to an enlisted man, and Frkd B. Wiieelkij,
has
been
the Chief of Police
asked to communicate with headquarters at once if any disturbSAVE TIME AND MONEY
ance occurs, and we will deal
with it."

Drafts Issued on All
Parts of the World.

A full line ot Watches, Clocks,

A

TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE, Rings, Pins, Thimbles, Chains,
TOO.
Captain

Shawe-Taylor

who

Sleeve Buttons, etc., at
RICE, The Jeweler's,

Ireland will be Cor.
died
remembered best by his countrymen as the man who tried to
bring together Nationalists and
recently in

Cambridge and Fifth Streets,.
East Cambridge.

Unionists, tenants and landlords,
in a conference to settle the feud
?
-*»
of centuries; but Captain ShaweTaylor's first great achievement
was in connection with the temHe was a
perance question.
witness to the evils arising in
rural districts from the unnecessary multiplication of licences,
and he summoned a Conference
of magistrates in Dublin to consider the question. The upshot
of its deliberations was an agreement that the existing number
Everett Aye. and Jerome St.
should not be increased, and a
Dorchester, Mass.
measure was carried through Homeless infants received from
birth
both Houses of Parliament giv- to three years of age. The Sisters reing effect to this understanding. quest good homes with a view to adop-

St. Mary's Infant Asylum and
Hospital

Catholic sentiment is tending
powerfully in the direction of
total abstinence. The nationwide trend toward moderation
in the use of alcoholic beverages
is apparent in the "dry" wave
that intermittently sweeps over
certain states in the union.
The Catholic Total Abstinence
Union of America is the great
bond that unites together the
various total abstinence forces
of the Church in the Republic.
It has done great work against
heavy odds. It stands for the
best that is in the fold. It
should receive generous encouragement.
Catholic Tran-

tion.
Boarding places

in greater Boston
desired for children under one year.
Will pay $10.00 monthly and furnish
medical attendance. Address

BT. MARY'S INFANT ABYLUM
Everett Aye.

Dorchester, Mass.

?
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Kelliher;
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??n,el JJ. Martin:
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Albert T Doyle :
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Corresponding Secretary, John F, Kilderry;
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Camden St.and Shawmut Aye.
Boston, Mass.
BOARD OK DIRECTORS:
Girls, orphans or half orphans between the ages of four and fourteen
Riirbt Reverend Monsignor John O'Brien
Edward E. Gaughan' years, will be received at the orphanage.
William C. O'Brien,
M«nlJ. Martin, Michael J .'
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held Monday evenings
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Mathew Hall, 24» Cambridge street.

at

Father

St. Vincent's Orphan Asylum
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Boston, Mass
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AmonJgOust urselves.
"I've got a problem that beats
any of yours, I'll warrant," asserted the new member at the
last meeting of the Domestic
Circle. " What would you do
if your little daughter's teacher
offered a prize for the best-kept
pair of hands?"
"You poor dear," ejaculated
sympathetic
voices.
several
"We've been through it and
know just what it's like. She
can't possibly wash the dishes
because the hot water might
redden her hands. She can't
rake up the yard, mercy no,
there might be callouses or blisters and she wants to win that
prize so much."
"That's it exactly," responded the new member. " I
don't like to antagonize a
teacher. Children never do well
in school, once they discover that
mother doesn't think much of
their teachers. But when it
comes to encouraging the lilywhite-workless-hands ideal, I
think it's time to protest. I
rather believe in calloused hands
myself. Only possessors of calloused hands are entitled to be
fed.
" Of course, if well-kept hands
were synonymous with idleness, I should say any teacher
who offered a ring or a thimble
as a stimulant for this cultivation, ought to be run out of the
service once and for all time,"
began the school-ma'am member
just a trifle hotly. " It may be
noble self-sacrifice to acquire
burnt fingers and
swollen
knuckles but it means lessened
usefulness for those valuable
members of one's anatomy. A
woman isn't necessarily vain and
frivolous because she keeps her
nails clean and her hands white
and smooth. She may be doing
twice the work of her redhanded, grimy-nailed sister."
Evidently the school-ma'am
had been offering some prizes on
her own account, so the Princess
of the tea-cups proceeded to pour
sweet oil on the troubled sea.
'' I suppose the rule of the
golden mean applies to clean
hands as well as other things,"
she remarked.
"I think if I
had a little girl who put pretty
hands before helping mother, I
should try first to arouse her
pride. Any idiot can have nice
white hands if she does nothing
but sit idle. It takes superior
brains to have well-kept hands
and also to do one's proper share
of the work which must be done
if the home is to be wholesome
and comfortable.
I think it
ought to be emphasized to children that even the youngest
member who is able to lift
a dust rag, has a share in making the home; not merely in
keeping it clean and comfortable,
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although these are important,
but in making a pleasant, happy
atmosphere.
I fear very few
children are made to understand
that the lovable home, where
kind words, sympathy, understanding, praise, laughter and an
air of happiness are the rale, is
possible only where each one
But
contributes his share.
that's quite aside from the
pretty hand policy, isn't it? I
think if I couldn't induce her by
persuasion or a counter prize of
a ring if she would keep her
hands nice, and at the same time
wash dishes and dust and help
in all the ways a little girl can,
I should simply insist that whatever came to her hands, she
must do the work I assigned to
her. Mothers, vfho don't keep
their authority over their growing children, are laying up regrets both for themselves and
for their children."
" Of course we all agree most
heartily with the Princess;" began the school-ma'am.
" But I
atcarefully
like
see
confess I
to
I
think
little
and
tended hands
prizes for those showing that
their owner has used a nail
brush, file and orange stick regularly are a good thing. Even
very good ideas may become
harmful, I suppose, unless you
mix them with common-sense.
For myself I never offer prizes
for pretty hands but I do have
some stunts in fancy work which
show off little hands, and I manage to hint that clean nails and
scrubbed skin are admirable.
With my little niece, I find that
gifts of pretty boxes filled with
cold cream, manicure scissors,
files and orange wood sticks, a
silver thimble and a ring, have a
stimulated interest in the care of
her hands, without over-stimulating her vanity. I have given
these little presents one at a
time. Some come from the five
and ten cent store and the most
expensive one, the ring, only
costs a dollar.
And I haven't
found that she tries to shirk the
dish-washing and dusting any
more than other youngsters."
"After all, I suppose it's the
habit of doing these things, we
ace anxious to cultivate," added
the doctor thoughtfully. "After
a little, the nail cleaning becomes
almost automatic.
A pair of
gloves are donned for gardening
or sweeping quite as a matter of
course. Healing cream is rubbed
into the hands at night or after
taking them out of hot soapy
water. I imagine there is more
interest in hands just now
than ever. Fancy work is having its inning.
There was
awhile, I understand, when nobody but the back numbers
knitted or crocheted, but this
summer these old-fashioned occupations are quite the correct
thing. As a doctor, I'm very
glad to see them come into
vogue.
There is nothing better

DEPARTMENT
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OOHDUCTKD BY BKV. M. P. MAHOH

Vocabulary.
Sah, the form the article takes after the preposition, Aim,
in. Saosal, Latin saeculum the world. Ace, but. Ce6, a fog.
Seat,
tKUifeAiiti, lives; from mAi r im, I live. 565, happiness.
"OeAcxxio,
(sholl) a while, a period of uncertain duration.
used
after
went; til oeACAiO, did not go; oeACAiO is the form
negative particles; cuaiO, went, is the positive form. eroiOfsJ.il,
intervention or meddling; eioiofsim is gen. sing. 'Ofiaio,
ceased, from optiioim, I push to (machen zu) or close. t)eAi«iA,
a gap. fofSlOcAO, conditional tense from forslAim, or fop
SUngim, I open. CeAtiti, one. eile, Latin alius, another. £15,
comes; m £15 teAC=it does not come with you=you are not
able. ApAn, bread. A ice=its eating; the eating of it; to eat it.
Bits of Irish Wisdom.
1. tin Atiti i"ah t'fAosAt ace ce6.
2. ill liiAifeAnti ah rosace reAt.
3. ni OeACAio feAf Ati eiTMons* 111 AX4. niof Oftno T)ia toeAftiA AfiA* hac

t>

r*

cestui eile.

5.

111

£15

teAc

a

oeic

asao

AS«r a

ice.

Translation.
1. There isn't in the world but fog.
2. Prosperity lasts but a while.
3. The man of intervention (peace-making) did not go
out of it (unhurt).
4. God never closed a gap that he would not open
another.
5. You can not have your bread and eat it.
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CATHOLIC YOUNG MEN
who feel a vocation to the Religious life and who desire to
devote themselves to Catholic education will be given an
opportunity of consulting with a member of the Order of

Franciscan Brothers.
The Reverend Brother

Ambrose, O. S. F., who is making
a tour of New England in order to place before young men
the splendid advantages that await them as Religious
teachers will be in Holyoke, Mass., Wednesday, Aug. 16,
at 34 Laurel Street, Elmwood, where he may be seen or
communicated with.
Other information from St- Francis Monastery,
Butler St., Brooklyn N. Y.
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AT DEAD O' THE NIGHT, brought upon him dishonor, and
left him to suffer punishment for
ALANNA.
a crime he had not committed !
BY REV. JAMES B. DOLLARD.
Dan stood up and jumped from
car, followed by some proAt dead o' the night, Alanna, 1 wake the
fanity from the motorman and
and see you there,
Your little head on the pillow, with conductor for his recklessness.
tossed and tangled hair;
He could not sit among his felI am your mother, acushla, and you are low beings in
those narrow
my heart's own boy,
As
he
walked he
limits.
barter
to
And wealth o' the world I'd
curse, a
It
was
the
thought.
shield you from annoy.
had
inherited.
he
Could
fate that
At dead o' the night, Alanna, the heart
great
be?
Then
thing
a
such a
of the world is still,
soul,
in
his
and
he
light
down
flamed
But sobbing of fairy music comes
the haunted hill;
knew, beyond any question of
The march o' the fairy armies troubles doubt, that, while such things
the peace o' the air.
could indeed be, the cure, the esBlest angels shelter my darling for
cape was always within reach.
power of a mother's pray'r !
is ever lord of his own
At dead o' the night, Alanna, the sleep- "Man
soul,
the
choice is his of good or
less Banshee moans,
Wailing for 3in and sorrow, by the evil. No man's will is in slavery
Cairn's crumbling stones ;
save by his own act." Were the
At dead o' the night, Alanna, I ask of words spoken?
They sang in
our God above,
his ears with a force that lifted
To shield you from sin and sorrow, and
him out of the blur of pain he
cherish you in His love.
learningof the outAt dead o' the night, Alanna, I wonder had felt since
wrong-doing.
Of a
come of his
o'er and o'er,
paths
tangled
became
to
sudden
the
you
part
holy
Ireland,
from
our
Shall
die on a stranger shore?
straight. It was true that his
You'll break my heart in the leaving, foe had been of his own houselike many a mother I knowhold, dwelling within him unsusJust God, look down upon Erin and lift pected.
The fight with such
her at last from woe !
necessarily be bitter and
would
At dead o' the night, Alanna, I see you severe, yet victory was not only
in future years.
victory
Grand in your strength and noble, fac- possible but sure, and
was worth all it might cost.
ing the wide world's fears;
Though down in the mossy churchyard
"The curse ends here," he
my bones be under the sod,
told himself; " no other of my
My spirit shall watch you, darling, till
kin shall feel its shadow."
you come to your rest in God !

THE LURE.
BY

M. A. GANNON in the
Rosary Magazine.

(Conclusion.)
'' Do you suppose he was on
the car when the diamonds were
left? It seems queer to me?his
having them," said another
voice.
The first speaker laughed.
"Well," he said, "the main
thing is that he did have them,
and we've been able to do that
bit of work up in short order. I
think it will go hard with the old
scoundrel." He rang the bell,
and in a minute both men had
left the car.
Dan rode on, oblivious of all
around him. His thoughts were
busy piecing together little incidents of the past that he had
never given their right value to
The devotion of his
before.
uncle to his interests became a
beautiful thing, dating back to
the days when that uncle was a
young man himself. Dan saw
the sacrifice of his chosen avocation? " that old chap had been a
jeweler in England." And
never a hint had fallen concerning it in all those years ! Yet
now Dan seemed to see that his
uncle had loved that avocation,
that to him it had been an art
more than a business. And now
?in spite of all the years of devotion and love what had the object of it all done? Plunged the
dear old man into disgrace,
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The next morning very early
Dan was in Mrs. Hinsley's house.
Very simply and directly he told
sparing himself
his
story,
nothing, relating what he had
learned of the curse upon his
family, and what he now felt
confident of doing with the grim
inheritance. When he finished
Mrs. Hinsley closed her eyes
and leaned back in her chair,
startled out of her smooth selfishness by this near contact with
a veritable life-struggle.
"I think," she said at last,
" I have been-what do they call
it in law??contributory cause, I
believe the term is. That being
the case, I think I can stop all
proceedings. But, Mr. Armiger,
that will not entirely satisfy me.
Having given rise to the occasion
of this trouble to you and your
uncle, I trust you will assist me
in making it end pleasantly for
all of us. I must consult my
husband who, fortunately, has
not yet left home."
When Mr. Hinsley came in,
Dan went over the whole story
again. At its conclusion the millionaire looked at his wife; something shone in each pair of eyes
that promised well for Dan.
"Mr. Armiger," said Mr.
Hinsley, " I regret to act slowly
in this matter, but the truth is
when the wheels of the law be-'
gin to turn in one direction, it
takes some skill to stop them and
turn the ponderous machine to
the right revolution.
Before
anything can be done I must ac-
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GAS IS THE CHEAPEST
AND BEST FUEL
Here is what it costs to run
ie to 2c per hour
A Toaster
A Coffee Percolator
1-3Cper hr.
A Gas Iron
1-3Cto ie per hr.
A Water Heater 30 galls.
3 1-2c to 4c per hr.
A Chafing Dish
1-3Cper hr.
A Gas stove or range
i-2c to ie per burner
A Nursery Milk Warmer 1-3Cper hr.
A Curling Iron
1-3Cper hr.

A Cake Griddle

I-2c

per hr. for ea. burner

CAN YOU FIND ANYTHING AS ECONOMICAL?

We sell these and show you how to operate them.
phone us (Cambridge 135) and our Agent will call.

Tele-

CAMBRIDGE
Gas Light Co.
Cambridge

Harvard Sq.,

quaint our lawyer with the facts before him stood his old friend,

contentment in every line of his
you give us."
The greetings between
The lawyer came, and for the face.
third time, patiently, a little the two were cordial, for, though

wearily, Dan went through his they had grown lax in corresponstory. With the cold caution of
the law he represented, Mr.
Weston wished to test the truth
of what he heard before acting
on it, and requested that Dan remain in the Hinsley house while
he and Mr. Hinsley interviewed
Dan's uncle, which they proposed
to do at once. Mrs. Hinsley,
with a plan of her own, insisted
on accompanying them.
Hours afterwards she returned,
and ushering Dan's uncle into
the room, she said breathlessly :?
'' We owe this dear man much,
Mr. Armiger," and immediately
left them.
The case of the Hinsley diamond robbery never came to

trial.

A few years afterwards John
Wentworth, an old friend of
Daniel Martin's, came from England to hunt him up. The two
men had been partners in the
long-ago days, and the story of

the tragedy concerning the husband of Martin's sister was
known to him.

Therefore it

made him start with

surprise

dence, their friendship remained
deep and true. After a good talk
on
both sides,
Wentworth

asked :
" What of Bessie's boy?"
" He is my partner," was the
answer.
?

"And the curse?"
"Dan killed it, and we buried
its bones."
As the words hung
in the air a door opened and a
child ran towards them. The
speaker stooped and lifted the
boy high. '' There's nothing but
blessings to look for now," he
said happily, " and this is Daniel
the third."

MT. ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY
Brighton, Mass.

Boarding and Day School for Young Ladies
For further particulars applyto the
SISTKR SUPERIOR

SPRINGSIDE
PITTSFIELD, MASS.
A Private
Sanatorium for Pulmonary
Tuberculosis.
Situated in the heart of the Uerkshlres. Has a
southwestern exposure and is well adapted for
outdoor treatment, with wide verandas and

sleeping porches.

Sullivan, Supt.,
llelkn I. Sullivan, Dietitian

Maky E.

when, as he walked along the
street, the number he sought
jumped to his eyes from a neat
sign over a jeweller's store. He <<gpr
walked into the place, and there
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TheHousewife.
KEEPING COOL IN
SUMMER.

During

the

hot

summer

months many persons are over-

come by heat, while all are at
times more or less inconvenienced
by its injurious effects. Heat
prostrations are due largely to
thefact that the laws of health
and hygiene are transgressed.
It is in the densely populated
districts of the city that people
are most prone to succumb to the
influence of excessive heat, due
to their living below the health
line and in unhygienic surroundings. In order that we may be
able to live comfortably in summer and lessen our susceptibility
to the heated atmosphere conditions it is well to consider care-
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to that merely required for the time to mar the painting be-

sustenance of the body. Refrain
from intoxicants and decrease or
avoid tea, coffee and condiments.
A large percentage of the
deaths is caused by infantile diseases, many of which could be
precautionary
if
prevented
measures were adopted. Feeding, with many mothers, is the
panacea for all ills. When a
child cries from the effects of
having been overfed this surfeiting process is repeatedvery often with disastrous results. A noted doctor has said
that more babies are drowned
in milk than sailors in salt water.
While this is probably a radical
statement, still the best babyfood, milk, can be given to excess, and prove injurious. It is
positively criminal to feed babies
on meats and unripe fruits, especially in the summer.
Proper dieting, sufficient exercise, rest and sleep, daily bathing
and intelligent exposure to the
air and sunlight, the avoidance
of stimulants and a cheerful
frame of mind, will ensure one a
strong resisting power so that
he need have no fear of the extremes of either heat or cold.

fully the following suggestions.
One of sedentary habits suffers more from over-eating than
the laboring man. Physical activity not only creates a demand
for food, but it also furnishes the
power to transform that food
into tissue. The sedentary man
needs food as much as the
laborer, but owing to muscular
inactivity he is not as capable of
converting his food into assimilaHOUSEHOLD HINTS.
ble materials. If he eats two or
When frying mush, dip the
three times the amount the
slices
first in white of egg. This
system requires, it will not be
them crisp.
makes
digested,
and will cause
properly
peel tomatoes without
To
fermentation. In warm weather, scalding,
rub them backward
meats, oils and fats should be
edge of a knife.
with
the
blunt
reduced to a minimum or omitted
entirely, and fruits, vegetables For the roast of cold lamb
serve an egg salad,
and cereals be substituted. The course,
sprinkled
with minced mint
keep
first and best way to
leaves.
cool is to avoid heavy and stimuClean the glass of pictures
lating foods, and to reduce the
with whiting, as water is apt in
amount of other articles of diet

neath.
When leather armchairs look
shabby they should be wiped off
with a soft cloth dipped in olive
oil.
In selecting beef, the pieces
which are well mottled with fat
will be found the richest and the
juiciest.
A little vinegar put into water
in which eggs are poached will
keep them white and prevent
them from spreading.
In baking cake it is well to remember that a sponge cake requires a lower temperature than
a cake made with butter.
Four pepper corns, four cloves,
and one teaspoonful of mixed
herbs are the proper flavoring
for one quart of water for soup.
White kid gloves should be
rubbed gently with bread crumbs
after each wearing and they will
keep clean a long time.
A scented bag that will keep
moths away is made as follows:
One half ounce each of cloves,
nutmeg, and caraway seed.
Add a teaspoonful of sugar of
lead to the water in which fine
silk hosiery is washed to prevent
the delicate color from fading.
Do not destroy any net from
old curtains.
Cut into squares
of desired size and stitch together, and they will make excellent wash-cloths.
Wipe off screens with a duster
each morning and beat with a
soft brush. The beating should
be done lightly in order that the
wire be not bulged.
Cold water, a teaspoonful of
ammonia, and soap will remove
machine grease when other
means would not answer on account of colors running.
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HOME LIFE IN SPAIN.
Family life in Spain centres
wholly about the mother of the
family (declares Mary F. NixonRoulet in "The Spaniard at
Home)." The word of the
mother is law to the children;
and it is equally so to the father.
As mothers, Spanish women
are devotion itself. From the
highest to the lowest Spaniards
are devoted to children. Devotion to her offspring is equalled,
by a Spanish woman, only by
her loyalty to her husband.
Their home life is the only thing
in the world for them, and there
are few things pleasanter than
the Spaniards at home.
The most striking thing about
Spanish home life is its mirthfulness. The servants sing about
their work, the children chatter,
the women talk gaily, the men
jest, every one is pleasant and
obliging.
The whole tone
seems to be takenfrom the lively,
talkative lady at the head of the
house.
Customs vary in different
ranks of life, but the general
tone of family life is the same.
Even among the peasantry one
seldom hears quarrelling at
home. Perhaps because he is
temperate, Diego is easier to live
with than his English or American cousin, and the plain little
white-washed cottages of the
poorest country districts seem to
breathe a spirit of content.
?
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aSensd onsense.
N

wasted enough time crying over

spilled milk to buy a couple of
cows.

Jack Spratt could eat no fat,
His wife could eat her fill;
Tramp.?Madam, permit me
She had a bird's-wing on her hat, to crave your charity. It is now
And Jack?he had the bill.
full three days since I touched
" How do Jack and Joanne bread.
Skeptical Housewife.?
ever manage to scrape a livReally,
now; and how many
ing?"
"Why, he makes the money years is it since you touched
first and she makes it last."
water ?

" If it wasn't for me my class
A traveling man, in sumany
ming up his estimate of a town in school would not have
Hubert.
all,"
standing
at
said
he had been in, said, "That
said his aunt.
"Nonsense,"
things
in
town has only three
you are at
"Your
says
mother
it?morning, noon, and night."
the foot of it."
"lam," said Hubert. '' How
Farmer.?Do you want a job
could
it stand if it didn't have a
digging potatoes?
foot
?
Tired Tim. -Yes, I do, if it's
"
digging them out of gravy you
'' Well, farmer, you told us
mean.
your place was a good one for
Office Boy (answering the hunting; now we've tramped it
telephone for the first time in for three hours and found no
his life)-Halloa ! Who's there ? game."
" I'm one hundred and five."
"Just so! Well, I calculate,
"Go on. It's time you were as a general thing, that the less
dead!"
game there is, the more hunting
you have."
Same Old Story. - " How
Walker.?Halloa,
Pusher,
shall I break the news to my
my
you
you're
again!
that
I
have
in
Heard
failed
out
parents
bike,
spill
had
from
your
exams ? "
a
and
'' Merely telegraph them : been knocked speechless.
' Examination over. Nothing Pusher.?Not quite that, old
new!'"
man. I'd a spill right enough,
but it was the bike that was
Briggs. I have made a will knocked spokeless.'
leaving my brain to the hospital,
and just got an acknowledgment A horse-dealer one day complained to a magistrate that
from tHe authorities.
Lofty.? Were they pleased? some malicious person had cut
that off his horse's tail, which, as he
Briggs.?They
wrote
meant to sell him, would be a
every little helps.
?

great drawback.

Mrs. Wiggs.
Mrs. Harper
"Then," said the magistrate,
is always complaining of what "you must sell him wholesale."
might have been.
" Wholesale ? " said the other.
MRS. Diggs.?Yes; she has " What do you mean?how so ? "
'' Because you can not re-tail
?

Sacred Hut Miy

him."

A society belle went into the
BOARDING AND DAY SCHOOL water at one of our seaside re(For Cirls)
sorts, wearing one of those fashConducted by the Sisters of the Holy ionable transformations or wigs.
Union of the Sacred Hearts. The building, erected in 1907, is situated in a very A big wave went over her, and
healthful part of the city, and is pro- when she came up, the transforvided with all modern improvements.
The course is thorough, embracing all the mation was floating out to sea.
branches requisite for a solid and refined She turned and ran to the life
education ; also a c immercial course
Students are prepared for college guard.
School reopens Sept. 8. For prospectus
"Oh, save my hair!" she
address REV. MOTHER, Prospect St.,
yelled. " Save my hair ! "
Fall River, Mass
"Pardon me lady," said he.
"I'm a life saver, not a hair re-

GfIEYLOCK REST
Conducted by the

SISTERS OF PROVIDENCE
This health resort located in Berkshire County offers many attractions
suffering
10 convalescents, or those
irom

overwork, nervous debility

or

chronic ailments. It is fully equipped
with modern system of Baths and apparatus for vibratory massage and
electrical treatment.
WhKe presenting none orf the features of a general hospital, it insures to
its patients the intelligent service of
nurses, and the comforts and
berties of the home circle.
Persons mentally deranged are not

lamed

imitted.
Address applications to
SISTER SUPERIOR,
Ureylook Rest, Adams, Mass

storer."
The Dowager Czarina is a
greatfavorite in Russia. Among
other stories illustrating her
character is this: She saw on
her husband's table a document
regarding a political prisoner.
On the margin Alexander III. had
written: "Pardon impossible;
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PROGRESSIVE EDUCATORS
ARE UP-TO-DATE

This is one reason why they are keenly
alive to the value of the Munsell Color
System?the only system using colors
tested and balanced by measurement. No
more guesswork or confusion?no more
crude color habits" to overcome among
the children. WRITE FOR INKORiMATION.
Wewelcome the opportunity to carefully
explain to educators everywhere the principles of tlie .Munsell System. Send for
Children's Studies in Measured Colors
free. Samples sent to supervisors and in-"

THE PATH OF INIQUITY.
The path of iniquity is a most
enticing path. It is a broad
road, fenced in by no boundaries.
The restraints imposed by the
commandments of God are completely disregarded by those who
travel upon it. The law of God
says, " Thou shalt believe in one
God." The sinner pays no heed
to this. The law of God says,
Thou shalt not take the name
of the Lord, thy God in vain."
The sinner disregards that. The
law of God says, "Thou shalt
keep holy the Lord's day." The
sinner does not care. The law
of God says, '' Thou shalt not do
that which is impure, thou shalt
not steal, thou shalt not bear
false witness, thou shalt not
covet thy neighbor's wife nor his
goods."
The sinner is not
moved by any of these commandments. Thus he oversteps the
boundaries which God has fixed
and says in the words of King
Pharao.: "Who is the Lord that
I should hear His voice? I know
not the Lord " (Ex. v, 2). Even
less regard does the sinner have
for the restrictions imposed upon
him by human authority. Men
issue commands and make laws
in the name of God Whose representatives they are. Holy Scripture tells us to obey them : '' Let
every man be subject to the
higher powers, for there is no
power but from God, and those
that are, are ordained of God"
(Rom. xiii, 1). " Obey your prelates and be subject to them"
(Hebr. xiii, 17). The sinner oversteps these boundaries boldly ; he
does not trouble himself about the
precepts of the Church, he does
not trouble himself about what
his parents and superiors command or forbid; he sets at naught
the rules laid down by all authorities, and transgresses them as
cften as he pleases, i.e., as often
as it is safe for him to do so.
The path of iniquity is a much
frequented one. '' Broad is the
way that leadeth to destruction,
and many there be that go in
thereat" (Matt, vii, 13). Many
indeed there are who walk on
this path in their youth.
Scarcely has a young man left
the days of childhood when the
temptations of life crowd in upon
him. They come from within

and from without. The flesh,
the world, and the powers of hell
assail him. Countless numbers
yield to these temptations, in-

"
"

structors of drawing.

Wadsworth, Howland&Co.Jnc.

84 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON
Sole Manufacturers of Supplies for
Munsell Color System.

.

immediately he followed
her as an ox led to be a victim,
and as a lamb playing the wanton, and not knowing that he is
drawn like a fool to bonds, till
the arrow pierce his liver"
(Prov. vii, 6-23). A glance at
the ways of young men convinces
us of the truth of these words.
How many young men who can
be said to be little more than
children enter upon the path of
sin ! They are ensnared by
pride, the love of the world, intolerance of restraint, self-will,
and impure desires.
Many also walk in the way of
sin when they have grown older.
Holy Scripture speaks of foolish
and imprudent old men, saying :
"The things that thou hast not
gathered in thy youth, how shalt
thou find them in thy old age? "
(Ecclus. xxv, 4).
One would
look upon the errors of youth
with more indulgence if the path
of sin were forsaken with riper
years; but it is only too true that
"a young man according to his
way even when he is old will not
depart from it" (Prov. xxii, 6).
A man will continue to pursue
the way on which he once entered, he goes on even further
into the wilderness of sin.
Drunkenness and impurity especially gain a strong hold upon the
heart. Listen to me, young men;
many of you have already passed
the earlier years of youth, the
days of light-heartedness and
frivolity are over; some of you
have long ago reached man's estate. Have you overcome the
temptations incident to youth? I
will not answer this question for
you. Let each one look earnestly into his own heart, and he
will read the answer there:
"There is no just man upon
earth that doth good and sinneth
not" (Eccles. vii, 21).?Rev.
Joseph Schuen.
?
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dulge the " youthful desires " of
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